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A bstract
Few-body models are often used in nuclear physics to describe the scattering of 
composite systems, such as halo nuclei. The adiabatic approximation provides a 
simplification of the few-body Schrodinger equation so tha t breakup of the projec­
tile may be included in a closed form. It assumes th a t the breakup channels are 
degenerate with the ground state, allowing all the bound and continuum breakup 
states to be mapped onto a single channel.
In this thesis, the first order corrections to the adiabatic approximation are pre­
sented, at energies in the range of 5-50 MeV per nucleon. The systems studied 
are the elastic scattering of n Be and 6He from a 12C target. The non-adiabatic 
corrections were calculated within two models:
(i) The core recoil model - When the scattering is dominated by the core-target 
interaction, neglecting the valence-target interaction provides an analytical 
solution of the adiabatic wavefunction. Corrections to the adiabatic approxi­
m ation can only arise in this model through recoil of the core. The corrections 
were calculated both in the eikonal approximation and exactly.
(ii) The Glauber model - The semi-classical eikonal approximation is made in ad­
dition to the adiabatic approximation, to include the core and valence-target 
interactions. Non-adiabatic corrections in this model include contributions 
from both core and valence recoil.
The non-adiabatic corrections were found to be smaller than expected from qual­
itative arguments. This was shown to be due to the large absorption associated 
with the scattering of the core by the target. In the core recoil model, for core 
potentials with large imaginary components, the eikonal approximation was found 
to give a good description of the corrections, while for weak imaginary potentials 
it did not account for the large angle behaviour of the corrections correctly. In 
the Glauber model, the non-adiabatic corrections were dominated by the valence 
recoil term which was not accurately described in the Glauber model, due to its 
weak imaginary potential and the use of the eikonal approximation to calculate the 
corrections.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
To study nuclear properties through scattering experiments, a nuclear reaction is 
required. At a microscopic level, reactions depend on a knowledge of the nucleon- 
nucleon (N-N) interaction. The N-N force has long been studied and can accurately 
describe the basic N-N interaction. The nucleus-nucleus interaction is a more com­
plex one, as it effectively consists of many N-N interactions (as well as three-body 
forces), with each nucleon in the projectile interacting with the each nucleon in the 
target as well as interacting with the other nucleons in the projectile.
As the number of nucleons increases, the complexity of the nucleus-nucleus inter­
action, at a microscopic level, increases rapidly. It is often then desirable to define 
an effective nucleus-nucleus interaction. A simple method is to fold the N-N inter­
action over the densities of the projectile and target, known as the double folding 
model. This model ignores the internal dynamics of the nucleus and treats it as a 
rigid body, which is applicable for stable nuclei that are tightly bound, and thus 
likely to remain bound during the scattering process. Therefore, the reaction model 
will treat the projectile and target as point-like particles interacting via an effective 
potential. This is then a two-body reaction model.
For some light nuclei, such as the deuteron , 6Li, 7Li, 9Be and the halo nuclei, 
the double folding model fails to describe the scattering accurately. This is due 
to a highly clustered structure within such nuclei. These clustered nuclei are best 
described within a few-body model, where the projectile can be considered to consist 
of n strongly correlated bodies. Each cluster can be an individual nucleon or more
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massive clusters, such as alpha particles for many of the nuclei mentioned above. A 
simple extension of the double folding model, is to fold each cluster-target interaction 
over the ground state cluster wavefunction of the projectile. This gives us the single 
folding model, first applied to deuteron scattering by Watanabe [1]. The resulting 
interaction is reduced to a two-body potential, once the clusters interactions have 
been folded over the projectile wavefunction, and thus no breakup is included.
The relatively weak binding in these clustered nuclei means that breakup of the 
projectile during the scattering process plays an important role. To include breakup 
processes, a few-body model, where the internal degrees of freedom of the projectile 
is recognised, is required. Thus each cluster is given equal standing within the model 
and the relative motion between each projectile clusters and the target is described 
by an interaction potential.
The scattering of douterons by a target is the most extensively studied system to be 
described by a few-body model at a microscopic level. The deuteron, consisting of 
a proton and a neutron, interacting with a target which is considered structureless, 
forms a three-body model. The deuteron is then described by the neutron-proton (n- 
p) interaction. The n-p interaction not only defines the ground state of the deuteron, 
but also describes the breakup states of the n-p pair in the continuum. To take ac­
count of these breakup processes during the reaction, each configuration, or channel, 
of the n-p pair needs to be included within the reaction model. Couplings between 
the bound and continuum channels, and even more so, continuum-continuum cou­
plings, play an important role in the scattering. With the breakup to the continuum 
containing a continuous spectrum of channels, the few-body model does not provide 
a simple solution since an infinite number of coupled channels equations have to be 
solved.
The three-body problem can only be solved exactly for the simplest of three-body 
systems, the three-nucleon scattering problem, within the Faddeev scheme. This is 
computationally very expensive. When one of the bodies is considered as a cluster of 
nucleons, such as the target, i.e. deuteron-nucleus scattering, then the suppression of 
the internal co-ordinates of the target requires complex optical potentials to describe 
the nucleon-target interactions. This cannot be handled within the exact Faddeev 
approach.
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The method of solving the three-body scattering problem that is accepted as the 
most accurate solution, is the Coupled Discretised Continuum Channels (CDCC) 
model. This method was pioneered by Rawitscher [2] and at Pittsburgh [3,4], and 
refined by the Kyushu group [5,6]. The CDCC calculations approximate the infinite 
breakup continuum of the projectile by mapping it onto a truncated and discretised 
basis set of eigenstates of relative motion. This forms a finite set of coupled equations 
which can be solved and convergence of the observables using a suitable basis set 
can be obtained in most cases.
The adiabatic approximation provides a simplification of the three-body Schrodinger 
equation so that breakup effects may be included in a closed form, without the 
need of forming a discretised breakup model space, as in CDCC calculations. This 
was first developed by Johnson and Soper [7] to show the contribution of deuteron 
breakup channels to deuteron stripping and elastic scattering. The adiabatic ap­
proximation assumes that breakup excitation energies of the projectile are small in 
comparison with the centre of mass energy of the projectile. The infinite number 
of breakup channels can then be mapped onto a single channel. This assumption 
will be valid when the time associated with the relative motion of the core-valence 
pair is! long in comparison to the time associated with the projectile-target relative 
motion. Thus the internal co-ordinates of the projectile can be considered frozen 
during its interaction with the target. The adiabatic wavefunction can therefore be 
solved as an effective coupled channels two-body problem, over a fixed grid of inter­
nal co-ordinates for the projectile, which are then averaged out over the projectile 
wavefunction.
Few-body models are of particular interest for describing the scattering of halo nu­
clei. This particular class of nuclei are found on the neutron drip line, far from 
stability, and consist of a tightly bound core with a diffuse ’halo’ of neutrons. One- 
neutron halos, such as 11 Be, have a single neutron loosely-bound to a core. The 
neutron spends most of its time outside the core and thus is modelled as a diffuse 
’halo’ around the core. Therefore, few-body models are particularly applicable due 
to the weak binding and large separation between the core and halo particles. An­
other class of halo nuclei are the two-neutron halos, such as 6He, n Li and 14Be. 
These are known as Borromean nuclei, as each of the two-body sub-systems are
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unbound. Borromean nuclei require a four-body model to describe their scattering, 
and as yet, a full coupled channels approach has not been developed. The adiabatic 
model provides the only description for the scattering of such nuclei. With new 
experimental programmes using radioactive nuclear beams to probe the properties 
of halo nuclei at energies of the order of tens of MeVs, the accuracy of such few-body 
models is of great importance.
A special case of the adiabatic model is the core recoil model [8], Here, the scattering 
is assumed to be entirely due to the core and so the valence interaction is neglected. 
This model is particularly applicable to halo nuclei which usually have a large core- 
to-valence mass ratio. This model provides an analytical solution of the three- 
body wave function and the adiabatic T-matrix can be simplified to a two-body 
T-matrix multiplied by a formfactor which contains all the information about the 
halo structure and its breakup during the scattering [8]. This model was applied to 
11Be elastic scattering at 49.3MeV/A in [8]. This model has also been applied to 
Coulomb breakup for high energy deuterons in the forward direction [9,10] and for 
one and two neutron halos [11,12].
A quasi-adiabatic model [13] was proposed to improve the adiabatic approximation 
for deuteron breakup. This model assumed that the breakup channels were degen­
erate with an average excitation energy, rather than the ground state. Much work 
has gone into the different choices for this average excitation energy [14,15].
The accuracy of the adiabatic and quasi-adiabatic methods was reviewed by com­
paring with CDCC calculations for deuteron elastic scattering and breakup [16]. 
This review showed that the adiabatic approximation was more accurate for elastic 
scattering than for breakup, as the energy was reduced. The quasi-adiabatic method 
showed a good improvement on the adiabatic approximation for breakup reactions, 
but was not useful for improving the elastic cross section.
The adiabatic approximation also underlies many of the microscopic theories of nu­
clear reactions, such as Glauber theory [17]. In the few-body Glauber model, the 
semi-classical eikonal approximation is made in addition to the adiabatic approx­
imation. The straight line paths of the eikonal approximation are combined with 
the frozen configuration of the composite nucleus, so that the eikonal phase for each
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cluster can be evaluated along each fixed path before a ground state average is car­
ried out. This provides a fast and efficient calculation procedure which can readily 
be applied to four or more bodies where CDCC calculations are not possible at the 
present time.
The simplicity of Glauber calculations for few-body systems has meant that much 
work has been directed at extending the range of validity of the eikonal approxima­
tion used in Glauber theory [18,19]. Adiabatic calculations for four-body systems 
can be carried without the need for the further eikonal assumptions [20]. Good 
agreement can be obtained between adiabatic calculations and Glauber calculations 
using non-eikonal corrections [21,22].
The range of validity of the adiabatic approximation for elastic scattering is some­
what trickier to evaluate. The quasi-adiabatic approximation, used to improve the 
adiabatic approximation for breakup reactions was not applicable to elastic scatter­
ing. A simple estimate of the accuracy of the adiabatic approximation for elastic 
scattering and elastic breakup is given in [23] within the core recoil model. The 
formulae for the leading corrections to the adiabatic approximation in the core re­
coil model are presented in [24]. This is the starting point for this thesis. We will 
evaluate the non-adiabatic corrections from [24] and extend the model to include 
the valence-target interaction.
The plan of the thesis is as follows. The general theory and theoretical models 
discussed here for solving the few-body elastic scattering problem are presented in 
chapter 2. In chapter 3, the first order non-adiabatic corrections in the core recoil 
model, which were introduced in [24], are derived both exactly and in the eikonal 
limit. Calculations of these leading corrections are presented in chapter 4 and the 
accuracy of the eikonal approximation for evaluating the corrections investigated. 
In chapter 5, the leading corrections to the adiabatic approximation are derived in 
the Glauber model, and a quantitative evaluation is given in chapter 6. A brief 
summary and conclusions are given in chapter 7.
5
Chapter 2
The few-body model
In this chapter, the various techniques for describing the elastic scattering of com­
posite nuclei from stable targets are presented. The elastic scattering of point pro­
jectiles has long been understood and can be solved exactly using a microscopic 
folding model. For weakly bound nuclei, excitations of the projectile become im­
portant during the scattering process, and coupling to excited states and to the 
continuum has to be considered. This can not be done within a simple two-body 
folding model. The most successful method for describing the scattering of weakly 
bound nuclei is using few-body models. These assume the projectile has internal 
structure, and recognise the internal degrees of freedom of the projectile. Breakup 
of the projectile is possible in the few-body description and strong couplings to the 
continuum are included.
In this chapter, the formalism for describing the elastic scattering of two-body pro­
jectiles will be presented. For three-body scattering systems (two-body projectile 
+  target), the inclusion of coupling to excited states can be included using a cou­
pled channels approach in which the infinite continuum is truncated and discretised. 
Convergence of the observables can usually be obtained, giving the accepted exact 
solution of the three-body scattering problem. Approximations to the three-body 
scattering problem are still important, as CDCC calculations are lengthy and ap­
proximations can give useful insights into the important process involved. An adia­
batic approach is presented where the core-valence degrees of freedom are considered 
frozen during the reaction process. At present, the adiabatic method is the only way
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to describe a four-body scattering system, so the validity of this approximation is 
important. The leading corrections will be presented in the next chapter.
The adiabatic approximation also underlies many other microscopic theories for 
nuclear reactions; for example, Glauber theory. The Glauber model, where the 
semi-classical eikonal approximation is combined with the adiabatic approximation 
is also presented as this provides a useful framework in which the equations are more 
transparent, allowing a qualitative study of the importance of various terms.
Projectile
valenc(
vT
Core
CT
Target
Figure 2.1: Relative co-ordinates for three-body system.
For a two-body projectile scattering from a structureless target, the scattering is 
described within a three-body model. The heaviest of the projectile clusters is 
known as the core, and the rest are the valence particles. The set of relative co­
ordinates used is shown in figure 2.1. The vector R  describes the position of the
centre of mass of the projectile relative to the target. The position vector of the
valence nucleon relative to the core is r. The core and valence-target position vectors 
can thus be defined:
R ct  — R —ar, a = m v/ m P, (2.1)
R vt — R  -  fir, (3 = —m c/m p  = a — 1. (2.2)
The exact few-body wavefunction for a projectile in a state with incident centre of
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mass momentum K ,  and ground state wavefunction ÿo, is [25]
1™ + E + - H (2.3)
(2.4)E + =  E  +  ie,
where E  is the total energy of the system, and H  is the Hamiltonian of the few-body 
scattering system:
H = TR + V (R ,r )  + HvC. (2.5)
The interaction potential, V, is the sum of the core-target, Vct , and valence-target, 
Vvt , potentials:
where iKR =  V r , and fi is the reduced mass of the projectile-target system. The 
internal Hamiltonian of the projectile is
where Vvc is the potential describing the core-valence interaction and fj,vc is the 
reduced mass of the core-valence system. The ground state wavefunction of the 
projectile, ÿ0, satisfies
where £q corresponds to the ground state binding energy of the projectile.
The few-body wavefunction can be expanded as a complete set of orthonormal 
eignenfunctions of HvC, {ÿi, ÿk}, where fa are the bound states (z =  0 being the 
ground state), and are the scattering states of the core-valence binary system, 
which satisfy,
V (R ,r )  = VCt ( R - ® r ) +  VvT{R - /3 r ) . (2 .6)
The kinetic energy operator of the projectile, Tr , is
Tr  = h2Kl!2n, (2.7)
Hvc = ^ V r2 +  VvC{r), (2 .8)
0, (2.9)
Hvc M r ) =  -£• <Mr) 
HvC (Pk(r) = ek 4>k{r),
(2 .10)
(2 .11)
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with £i,£k corresponding to the relative energy of the bound and breakup states. 
The scattering states, describe the relative motion of the core-valence pair in the 
continuum. The exact wavefunction, expressed as a complete set of eigenfunctions 
of HvC, is
^ k {R, r) = 53<M r)xi(i2)+ f dk <f>k{r)xk{R), (2.12)
i
where xo is the projection of the exact wavefunction onto the elastic channel, and 
X%# and Xk are the projections onto the bound and continuum breakup channels. 
These projections of the wavefunction describe the centre of mass motion of the 
bound and broken-up core-valence binary system relative to the projectile-target 
centre of mass.
2.1 Coupled Discretised Continuum Channels
To solve the three-body scattering equation, the Coupled Discretised Continuum 
Channels, or CDCC, method can be used. The continuum in the core-valence rel­
ative motion eigenstates, is mapped onto a square-integrable set of scattering 
states, (j)a. This is achieved by expanding the continuum eigenstates in a series of 
partial waves, and truncating this series to a maximum relative angular momentum, 
Imax- For each value of relative angular momentum between the core-valence pair, 
the k continuum is truncated to a maximum A:max and divided into bins, each of 
width A A:. Each bin is assigned a wavefunction, <ÿQ, which is square-integrable, and 
an average excitation energy, êa. The associated wavenumber, K a, for the centre of 
mass motion of the projectile excited configuration is defined such that
fi2K2 h2K 2
^ ? + ê° =  ^ r - £° = E ’ ^
so that the total energy is conserved. The continuum, divided into a set of bins,
together with the bound states, make a total of J\f states and form a W +  1 coupled
channels problem. The CDCC approximation to the exact wavefunction is
yCDCC(R,r) =  j r  M r ) x a(R), (2.14)
a = 0
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where a  =  0 refers to the projectile in its ground state. The coupled equations are 
[Ea - T R - V aa{R ) \x a{R) =  £  Va0(R)xp(R),  (2.15)
where Ea = E  — sa, and the coupling interactions are
Vap{R) = (i>a | V (R ,r )  (2.16)
oo
=  ( k \ ' £ vt(R ’r )pi ( R - fl) \ h ) -  (2.17)
e = o
The multipole expansion of the potential, V, in equation 2.17, is truncated along 
with the maximum range of the radius, r, when evaluating these matrix elements. 
The convergence of the observables on the truncations and discretisations of the 
continuum and multipole expansions has to be tested so that a solution can be 
obtained that is independent on the exact choice of these parameters, and therefore 
gives us the accepted exact solution of the three-body scattering problem.
2.2 The adiabatic approximation
The Schrodinger equation for the few-body scattering system is
[E —  T r  — V — Hvc ] ^ k ( R ,  r) =  0. (2.18)
We write # # , of equation 2.12, as the sum of the ground and breakup states,
^ k (R, r) =  ÿo(r)%o(#) +  J ^ M ^ X i i R )  +  [dk (f)k(r)xk(R),  (2.19)
where the elastic channel is represented by 0 and the breakup states include bound 
and continuum channels. Operating the internal Hamiltonian of the projectile on 
the wavefunction, the Schrodinger equation becomes
[E — TR — V + £0](l)o(r)xo{R) +  — T r — 1/ +  £i]<pi(r)xi{R) (2.20)
+  f d k  [E — TR — V — SkjfikirfXkiR) = 0.
The adiabatic approximation assumes that the excitation energy of the projectile is 
small in comparison with the total energy of the system, so that there is little error
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in assuming that the excited states of the projectile are degenerate with the ground 
state. There is thus little error in replacing (E +  e*) and (E — £k) with (E +  50) 
in equation 2.20 [7], so that the terms in all three square brackets are the same, 
reducing the Schrodinger equation to
[E0 - T r - V ]  (j)o(r)xo(R) +  +  /d& (/)k{r)xk{R) = 0. (2.21)
The ground state binding energy has been combined with the total energy of the 
three-body system E0 = E  + £0, where E0 is the centre of mass energy of the pro­
jectile in the elastic channel, thus satisfying the incident wave boundary conditions. 
Thus, we can define the few-body adiabatic wavefunction as
The adiabatic approximation has allowed the bound excited states and the breakup 
continuum to be collapsed onto a single channel, which implicitly includes all the 
excited states of the projectile, both bound and continuum, in a closed form.
Equation 2.21 implies that r  now only enters into the equation as a parameter in 
the potential, V ; thus, the adiabatic Schrodinger equation is a two-body problem for 
fixed r, which can be evaluated for each value of r. Replacing the HvC in equation 2.3 
with the ground state binding energy of the projectile, and combining it with the 
total energy, gives the centre of mass energy of the projectile, E q = E + + £0, and 
the adiabatic approximation to the few-body wavefunction is therefore
This removal of the dynamic dependence on r  in HvC reduces the variable r  to a 
parameter, thus freezing the internal co-ordinates of the core-valence system.
2.2.1 The core-recoil model
For halo nuclei, were the core-target interaction is much larger than the valence- 
target interaction, it is a reasonable approximation to assume the elastic scattering
(2 .22)
where
Xo(R) +  y c  M r )Xi{R) +  Jdk  <f)k(r)xk(R)J . (2.23)
(2.24)
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cross section is dominated by the core-target interaction. If the valence-target inter­
action is neglected, and the scattering is assumed to be entirely due to the core-target 
interaction, the adiabatic elastic T -matrix can be simplified significantly [8]. This is 
known as the core recoil model, as the only way projectile excitation and breakup 
can occur is through recoil of the core. The vector r  enters into the equation for the 
adiabatic wavefunction (eq. 2.24) only as a parameter in the core-target potential. 
This r  dependence can be transformed away using the translation operator,
— „-ixKR
so that
U r ( x ) =  e
V ( R - a r )  = UR( a r )V (R )U l (a r ) .
(2.25)
(2.26)
The adiabatic wavefunction (eq. 2.24) in the core recoil model, where the valence 
potential has been switched off, can be written as a multiplicative wavefunction 
(eq. 2.22),
ie
=  M r ) ( R K ) .  (2.27)Eq — Tr  — VCt {R  — Oir)
Applying the translation operators to the potential and using the fact that Ur 
commutes with Tr , yields
( r - * K +)) =  M r ) ( R  | UR(a r) E ,  _  | K ) .  (2.28)
The adjoint of the translation operator acting on the plane wave, \K),  gives the 
factor eiar K , which can be factored out as it no longer has any R  dependence. The 
translation operator, Ur , transforms the co-ordinate R  to the core-target co-ordinate 
(R  — ar). Thus, the adiabatic wavefunction in the core recoil model is
( r , R  | * £ (+)) =  U r y ^ x i ï i R - o t r ) .
Now
le
Eq — Tr  — VCt {R) K ) ,
(2.29)
(2.30)
is recognised as the distorted wave for the two-body scattering system for a particle 
with reduced mass n, in the potential Vct(R)- This adiabatic wavefunction in the 
core recoil model includes projectile excitation and breakup to all order in Vct-
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The exact expression for the elastic T-matrix relating to when the valence
potential is switched off, is
(2.31)
Substituting in the adiabatic approximation to the wavefunction in the core recoil 
model (eq. 2.29), and making a change of variable R f = R  — ar,  gives
T ^ ( K , K ' )  -  J d r  J d R '  e-iK'<R'+^ \ M r ) \ 2e'aT-KVcT(R')XK(R')-  (2-32)
This factorises as
T0% (K ,K ')  = ( K '  I Vc t  \ X$)Foo(aQ)  
Foo(aQ) = ( *  | | ^
(2.33)
(2.34)
where Q = K  — K r is the momentum transfer. Equation 2.33 is just the point 
particle transition matrix for a particle of mass mp, interacting via Vct , multiplied 
by a formfactor, Too- This formfactor depends on the projectile ground state wave­
function and contains all the information on the projectile structure and breakup 
during the collision process.
2.3 The eikonal approximation
The eikonal approximation is a semi-classical approximation that is valid under the 
conditions:
»  1, (2.35)
<  1, (2.36)
-&0
where a is the diffuseness and Vq is the strength of the interaction potential. To cal­
culate the scattering amplitude in the eikonal approximation, we start by assuming
that the wavefunction has the form of a modulated plane wave,
^ f w (R) =  è K R g(R), (2.37)
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where g(R)  is the modulating function which distorts the plane wave due to the 
presence of the scattering target. Thus,
^ i , f w (R) = VR2 (eiKRg(R))
= Vfi - (iATe^ «g(R) +  é K-RVRg(R))
= - K 2eiK Rg(R) + 2iKeiK R ■ VRg(R) +  e'K RVR2g(R). (2.38)
At high energy, large K,  it follows from condition 2.35 that
K  ■ Vr 9(R) >  V jg {R )  (2.39)
since g(-R) depends on V, and condition 2.35 implies that V varies slowly. This 
means that the VRg(R) term in the \^2?/;^(+) expansion (eq. 2.38) can be neglected. 
Using the eikonal wavefunction to solve the Schrodinger equation, cancelling out 
the plane wave factor in all terms, the energy term cancels the first term in the 
expansion of VRipe^ {+\  leaving
.*2
- - K  ■ VRg(R) +  V(R)g{R)  =  0. (2.40)
When the z-axis is chosen to be along the direction of K ,  the Schrodinger equation 
is reduced to a first order differential equation for g{R),
=  w k
g(R) = ^!tv{R)g{R).  (2.41)
For a central potential, this has a standard solution
- Æ  /  d z i  v ( \ b + z i k \ )
g(R) = e (2.42)
when the potential vanishes as R  —> — oo. Therefore, the outgoing eikonal wave­
function (eq. 2.37) is
^ ( R )  = j R < A i AZ' V M n . (2.43)
The asymptotic form for the outgoing scattering wavefunction is
P ' n\KR
 > e ^  +  / ( 0 ,y ) ) ^ - ,  (2.44)R  ’
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which consists of a plane wave plus an outgoing spherical wave from the target 
centre multiplied by the scattering amplitude, The exact expression for the
scattering amplitude is [17]
foo(8) = ^  J d R e - iK' RV ( R ) ^ ( R ) .  (2.45)
Substituting in the eikonal wavefunction of equation 2.37, and assuming the poten­
tial is central,
/o f  (0) =  ^2  / d «  eiC> RV(R)g(R) (2.46)
where Q is the momentum transfer defined by
Q = K - K ’, (2.47)
Q =  2K sin (2.48)
From equation 2.41, the product V(R)g(R) can be substituted for the partial deriva­
tive of g(R) with respect to z,
/of(6) =  —  JdReiQR^g(R).  (2.49)
From condition 2.36 it follows that the scattering is forward dominated; thus, the 
scattering angle is small, so to a good approximation, Q  is perpendicular to K ,  and
Q R ^ Q b .  (2.50)
Evaluating the three dimensional d R  integral in cylindrical co-ordinates, we have
r °r F)
f m( 8)  = j d b e ic* b J  dz ^ g ( R )  (2.51)
where db = bdbdip. The angular integral can be performed, using the result
2n
[d<p eiQ b = 2irJ0{Qb), (2.52)
0
and the dz integral has the simple result,
J  dz — = g(z = oo) -  g(z =  -oo) (2.53)
- Æ  idzy(|(,+zÂT|)
=  e -  1. (2.54)
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The elastic scattering amplitude in the eikonal approximation becomes,
/o f  (0) =  iK  jb  d6 MQb)  [l -  5(6)] (2.55)
0
where S(b) is the eikonal two-body 5-matrix,
5(6) =  (2.56)
and %(6) is the eikonal phase, defined as
X(6) =  f  dz V(\b +  zK\).  (2.57)
The constant in front of the phase shift integral can also be expressed as
H K
(2.58)
2#o'
The modulating function is usually written in terms of the phase shift function, 
which satisfies the outgoing boundary condition (eq. 2.44),
z
X+{R) = J d z iV ( \b  + ziK\),  (2.59)
so that the outgoing eikonal wavefunction is
= eiK-Reix+W .  (2.60)
The ingoing eikonal wavefunction is defined as
( ^ ‘"’(fi))* =  e™iK' Reix"(R). (2.61)
The phase shift function, is found from the solution of
ê eix"(R) =  wF>v{R)eix~(R)’ (2-62)
where z' is chosen to be along the direction of K '  (required to get from the ingoing 
equivalent of equation 2.40 to 2.41), so that
R  = b + z K  = b' + z ' K f. (2.63)
For a central potential, which vanishes as 5  -4 oo, equation 2.62 has the solution
oo
X~(R) = Jdz[V(\b' + z[K'\). (2.64)
Z 1
In the rest of this thesis, the potentials in the eikonal approximation are assumed 
to be central and the modulus signs omitted.
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2.3.1 The Coulomb potential in the eikonal approximation
The Coulomb potential, Vcouh is assumed to be that of a uniform sphere of charge 
Zc  and radius rc:
Vcoul(R) = <
0
rc < R < a (2.65) 
R >  a
The Coulomb field is screened beyond a distance a, so that the potential is zero 
outside this radius. This is realistic as the electron cloud around the target atoms 
would shield the charge so that outside the screening radius the atom appears neu­
tral. The eikonal phase shift due to the Coulomb field is the integral over z of the 
Coulomb potential:
Xcoui{b) = f d z  Vcoui(Vb2 +  z2) = x P(P) +  Xa- (2.66)
The Coulomb phase, Xp, has an analytical solution:
' - 2 ^ ( 1  +  \  ( ^ ) 2) +  2)7\n{Krc -  K \ c) : R < r c
2ri\n.{Kb) : R > r c
Xpify — <
where Ac =  y^rc2 — b2, and Xa is a constant phase due to the screening radius,
Xa =  -2^ ln (2^u), (2.68)
and r] is the Sommerfeld parameter, defined as
» =  (2.69)
For large 6, Xp converges to the point Coulomb phase shift,
Xpt(b) = 2r) \n(Kb). (2.70)
The phase shift in the eikonal approximation, is just the sum of the phases due to
the nuclear and Coulomb fields,
%(6) =  X A r ( 6 ) + X p ( 6 ) + X a ,  (2-71)
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where xn  is the phase shift for the projectile-target nuclear interaction. The conver­
gence of the integral over impact parameters for a combined nuclear and Coulomb 
potential is slow due to the large size of the screening radius (of the order of 105 fm 
for atomic dimensions). The convergence can be aided by subtracting the scattering 
amplitude for a screened point Coulomb interaction [26]. In the eikonal approxima­
tion, the scattering amplitude for a screened point Coulomb interaction is
î $ (c)(6) = ÏK Jb db J0(Qb) [l -  e^-W+ix-] . (2.72)
0
This integral can be solved analytically [17] for 6 >  l /K a ,  and is equal to the 
Rutherford scattering amplitude for a point particle, multiplied by a constant phase 
which depends on the screening radius:
/ o f (C)(9) =  /ptW e1*", (2.73)
where f pt{Q) is just the Rutherford amplitude,
fpt{0) =  - ^ e - 2i’,ln(* )+2too. (2.74)
The Coulomb phase, ctq, is
a0 = arg[r(l + ir/)]. (2.75)
The condition on the angle for this analytical solution is such that the angle is
unresolvably small, as it has 1/a dependence; thus, the formula is accurate for all
measurable angles. The elastic scattering amplitude, for nuclear and Coulomb dis­
tortion, is found by inserting the sum of the nuclear and Coulomb phases (eq. 2.71) 
into equation 2.55, then adding and subtracting the screened point Coulomb scat­
tering amplitude. The phase due to the screening radius can be factored out to 
leave
/oofc(JV+C) (9) =  e1*- j/pl(0) + i K jb d6 MQb) e'Xr‘ [l -  S(6)] j . (2.76)
The two-body 5-matrix in the presence of the Coulomb distortion is
5(6) = ei[xyvW+xp(6)-xPt(i,)]i (2.77)
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This does not contain the eikonal phase due to the Coulomb distortion, but the 
divergence of the phase from the point Coulomb phase; the point Coulomb phase is 
factored out of square brackets. The phase due to the screening radius e1Xo does not 
effect the observable cross section, which is obtained by taking the square modulus 
of the scattering amplitude; thus, the actual value of a does not matter as long as it 
assumed to be very large. As e1Xo is not calculated, it will be omitted in subsequent 
scattering amplitude formulae.
2.4 The Glauber model
The eikonal approximation can be extended from a two-body model where the pro­
jectile and target are considered structureless, to a few-body model where the pro­
jectile has some internal structure [17]. Taking the three-body system described 
at the beginning of this chapter, where the projectile consists of core and valence 
particles, and making the adiabatic approximation, so that the core and valence 
particles are ’frozen’ in a particular configuration, the nuclear phase in the Glauber 
model is just the sum of the phases for each constituent at their relevant impact 
parameters for that configuration:
Xv(6, W = Xcr(frc) +  (2.78)
The impact parameters for core and valence clusters are
bc = b -  arb, bv = b -  /3rb, (2.79)
where rb is the component of r  perpendicular to the beam direction, K .  The 
component of r  in the K  direction is integrated out as the phase shifts contain 
integrals over all z. A diagram of the impact parameter representation for composite 
nuclei is given in figure 2.2.
In the few-body Glauber model, the nuclear S-matrix is defined as [17]
5 ( 6 )  =  ( ÿ o  | e'kcT (6c)+x.T (6,)] | ( 2 .8 0 )
This transforms the three-body problem into an effective two-body problem as this 
5-matrix can be inserted into the two-body scattering amplitude in the eikonal
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Figure 2.2: Impact parameter representation in the Glauber model. The composite projectile 
(P)  assumes straight line paths for each of its clusters through the interaction region with the 
target (T) while frozen in a configuration. The phase for core (C)  and valence (v) clusters is 
evaluated at their respective impact parameters, bc and bv .
approximation (eq 2.55). This expression includes nuclear breakup of the projectile 
to all orders which, for weakly bound projectiles, has a significant contribution to 
the elastic cross section.
If the Coulomb potential is assumed to act on the centre of mass of the projectile 
(monopole Coulomb), so that there is no contribution from Coulomb breakup to the 
elastic cross section, then the three-body 5-matrix in the presence of the monopole 
Coulomb field is
S(b) = A x C T ( b c ) + X v T ( b v ) + X p ( b ) - x Pt(b)] 0o)- (2.81)
To include Coulomb breakup contributions to the elastic cross section, assuming the 
valence particle is neutral, the Coulomb field is assumed to act on the centre of mass 
of the core, so that the three-body 5-matrix is
g i [ x C T  (bc ) + X v T ( b v ) + X p  ( b c ) - X p t  (&)]5(6) = ( 4 &)- (2.82)
When this is inserted into the formula for the elastic scattering amplitude, including 
Coulomb interactions (eq. 2.76), the convergence of the integral is slower than for 
monopole Coulomb as X p i h )  does not converge to Xpt{b)  until 6 is much larger, so 
that bc % b.
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Chapter 3
First order corrections to the  
adiabatic approxim ation in the  
core recoil model
In this chapter, we will present the formalism for the first order corrections to 
the adiabatic approximation, which has been derived in the core recoil model of 
section 2.2.1 where the valence-target interaction has been switched off. The cor­
rections, when the valence-target interaction is included, is formulated in chapter 5 
using the Glauber model, which makes the eikonal approximation along with the 
adiabatic approximation. The corrections in the core recoil model are evaluated 
using the eikonal approximation and exactly, which will give us an indication of the 
accuracy of using the eikonal approximation to evaluate these corrections.
3.1 General considerations
When excitation energies of the projectile during the scattering process are non- 
negligible in comparison with the incident centre of mass energy, corrections to 
the adiabatic approximation will arise. In making the adiabatic approximation, 
the internal Hamiltonian of the projectile is replaced by a constant, this being the 
binding energy of the projectile, —eq- Thus, the exact wavefunction can be expanded
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as a perturbation series in powers of (Hvc +  £o), using the operator identity [27]
1 1 1 - 1
= i - i ê -
A + B A A A + B  
to expand the integral operator in equation 2.3,
1 _ r>(+)
B + - B r G(ad +  G(aÿ  (ByC +  £o) G(aÿ  +
where
(jW _  ___________________
ad Bq — Tr  — Vct ~ VvT
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
is the adiabatic Green’s operator.
The exact wavefunction (eq. 2.3) is now expanded as a perturbation series in pow­
ers of {Hvc +  £o)j where the first term in the series is the adiabatic wavefunction 
(eq. 2.24) (corresponding to Hvc +  £o =  0),
| *  J?) =  I »K <+)) +  I + O {{HvC +  £o)2) +  ••• • (3.4)
The first order correction to the adiabatic wavefunction is
A * # )  =  G ^ ( H vc + sa) \ ^ t W )-
The exact elastic scattering transition matrix for a three-body system is
(3.5)
Tm{ K ,K ' )  = ( K 1, V * £ ’). V  = Vct  + K r , (3.6)
where K '  is the final momentum in the centre of mass frame and |üfz| =  \K\. 
Expanding the exact few-body wavefunction, as in equation 3.4, gives the first order 
correction to the elastic adiabatic T-matrix as
AT00( K , K ' )  = V
=  (K ' ,  | VGi+J(HvC + s0) | < w ),
(3.7)
(3.8)
where to first order, T0Q = Tqq +  AT0o.
Since the ingoing adiabatic wavefunction can be written [27]
= (K',<t>0 (l + V G ^ ) , (3.9)
sr.ad(-)
K ' - ( k ' m = ( K ' M VG%, (3.10)
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equation 3.10 can be substituted into equation 3.8 to give
ATo0( K , K ' )  =  ( * $ - , |(JÏ„c +  e o ) | ^ (+)) (3.11)
— (K ' ,  4>a {Hvc + So) |
Since (0o|(-^uC +  £o) =  0 from equation 2.9, the second term in equation 3.11 is zero, 
so the first order non-adiabatic correction to the elastic T -matrix can be reduced to
AToo(K,K')  =  ( ^ ! - ' | ( # , c  +  S o ) | l f " ) -  (3.12)
3.1.1 Expanding the operator (Hvc + £o)
The correction to the elastic T-matrix in equation 3.12 has convergence problems as 
we take the e —>• 0+ limit of the wavefunctions. This is due to the rank-2 operator, 
Hvc, operating on the wavefunction. A convergent result can be obtained for pro­
jectiles in a s-wave ground state by re-writing the operator (Hvc +  € q )  as a product 
of two rank-1 operators [28]. The subtlety of the convergence will be shown in detail 
in section 3.2.1.
Appendix A shows that the operator (Hvc +So) in equation 3.12, can be expressed 
as
( 3 J S |
This expansion assumes that the projectile is in a relative s-wave configuration. At 
first glance, it appears that only a Is ground state will produce a finite result, due to 
the wavefunction appearing in the denominator of the expansion. A node produced 
by higher s-wave orbitals will not give an infinite result as the operator acts on 
wavefunction, therefore cancelling out the node in the wavefunction, and allowing a 
solution for higher s-wave orbitals.
Inserting equation 3.13 into equation 3.12, gives the first order correction to the 
adiabatic elastic T-matrix as
aT"> - I (v’+ ' (v' - I ***’>■ <3-I4>
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The few-body adiabatic wavefunction can be written as a multiplicative wavefunc­
tion, W^(+)(iZ, r) =  </>o(r)i/>K(+)(R>r) as in equation 2.22, where t /^ (+) is the dis­
torted wave for the two-body projectile-target scattering system in the potential 
Vct{R — û t)  +  Vvt (R  — /3r), with a reduced mass fi. Operating the right hand 
bracket on the outgoing adiabatic wavefunction,
( r , J î |  I » * ’) =  M r ) V Til>%w (R ,r) ,  (3.15)
and similarly, for the for the left hand bracket operating on the ingoing adiabatic 
wavefunction, we have
I ( v r +  | JÎ, r )  =  - (6o(r)Vr « , (- , ( f i , r ) ) \  (3.16)
Therefore, the first order correction the adiabatic elastic T-matrix, for s-wave pro­
jectiles, is
AToo =  ÿ0 1 <t>o, Vr< w ). (3.17)
3.2 Corrections in the core recoil m odel
Evaluating the correction to the elastic T-matrix in the core recoil model, where 
the valence-target interaction has been switched off, allows further simplification of 
equation 3.17. The core recoil model wavefunction, \k^(+) (eq. 2.29), can be written 
as a multiplicative wavefunction (eq. 2.22), where
=  eiar'Kx {K { R - a r ) .  (3.18)
Translating the distorted wave, Xk \  using the operator of equation 2.25 to remove 
the r  dependence,
X % \ R - a r )  = UrX^ ( R ) ,  (3.19)
separates the r  dependence in the core recoil wavefunction,
tpCKM (R ,r)  = e-iar<Kn -K'>XK)(R)- (3.20)
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The derivative with respect to r  in equation 3.17 can now be performed straight 
forwardly,
Vr^ <+)(J l,r)  =  - ia (K R - (3.21)
so that the ket in equation 3.17 is
=  - ia (K R -  K ^ r i K n - K )  | ^  x w y  (3.22)
The core recoil model wavefunction, satisfying the ingoing wave boundary condition,
is
( v $  )(R >r ) y  = e 'a'"K'(x (kHr  - a r ))* ■
The distorted wave can be translated,
( x i ï iH  -  a r ) ) ’ =  ( x ÿ ( R ) y u l ,
so that
« ;-> (« , r))* = (x^fK ))*^-^-^').
The derivative with respect to r  is thus
V r ^ - ' i R r ) ) *  =  (xK '(R ) y H R R - K ' W 0‘riKR~K' \
and therefore, the bra in equation 3.17 is
(Vr< (+,> 0 | =  (x k ’^ o I ia{KR -  K ')èaT<K« -K' \
(3.23)
(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
(3.27)
So the correction to the elastic T-matrix is thus 
h2a2= (x 1k- | (Kr  ~  K ')  ■ (Kr  -  K )  | x&’X * j a r - { K - K ' ) to), (3.28)
where the r  integral has been factored out of the R  integral, and the K r  opera­
tors cancel in the exponentials, leaving just the formfactor in the core recoil model 
(eq. 2.34). Thus, the first order non-adiabatic correction to the elastic adiabatic 
T-matrix in the core recoil model, for s-wave projectiles, is
h2a2A T " = X (#,# ')Foo(w Q ), (3.29)
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where the matrix element X(K,  K')  is defined as
X ( K , K ' )  = ( x £ !  I ( K r  -  K')  ■ (Kr  -  K )  \ X k ) -  (3.30)
An alternative derivation of equation 3.29 is given in appendix B in which equa­
tion 3.12 is used as the starting point, and the operator (Hvc +  £0) is not expanded; 
consequently, the s-wave assumption has not been made. The same result is ob­
tained, and the s-wave projectile assumption is required to reduce a matrix element 
to the formfactor, F0o (appendix C).
3.2.1 Convergence of matrix element X(ÜT, K f)
The convergence of the matrix element defined in equation 3.30 is very subtle. The 
order and direction in which the operators act, and when the e — 0 limits are taken, 
can determine whether the matrix element has a finite result, so this has to be dealt 
with carefully. We shall thus write a superscript e as long as the limits have not yet 
been taken, so the matrix element is written as
XfRT,#') =  l im ^ X X # ,# ') ,  (3.31)
K { K , K ' )  = ( x p  I (Kr  -  K')  ■ (Kr  -  K )  | x T ) ,  (3.32)
where the wavefunction, Xjtr+), has its e 0 value in equation 2.30.
We thus have
(3.33)
{ x p  I (Kr - K ' )  ■ (KR - k ) I x p )  =  { x p  I (KR - k ') - {k r  - k ) | xp ) ,
where the arrows above the operator K R donate the direction in which the operator 
acts. This is true since
(Kr  - K )  I x p )  ^  o, (3.34)
at least as fast as e~eR for i? —> oo.
On the other hand, if we were to use the e 0 limiting values of x e^ ,  so that 
the c —> 0 limit is taken before the operators are acted out, the convergence of the 
integral in the matrix element depends on the direction that the operators act. This
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means that the left and right hand sides of equation 3.33 give different results in the 
e =  0 limit.
We will use eikonal distorted waves as an approximation to the e =  0 values to 
examine this. Starting with the LHS of equation 3.33, and taking the e —)• 0 limits 
first, then acting out the operators, we have
( x 1k'  | (Kr  - K ' )  ■ (Kr  - K )  I X k )  
=  ( x k '  | K r 2 - K 2 -  (K'  +  K )  ■ (Kr  - K )  
=  (xk-i | (—j^Vcr) ~ (K'  +  K )  ■ (Kr  —K )
Xk ’
Xk ’
(3.35)
(3.36)
where we have used the Schrôdinger equation satisfied by to eliminate K r  —K 2. 
The eikonal distorted waves satisfy
( K r  - K )  I x £ ’) =  (Vkx+(6)) | X Ï’) (3.37)
K
2En K V c t ( R )  +  J d z i V t V c A b  +  z i K ) )  | xg’), (3.38)
and hence
(x y  | (k r  - k ) x £ ’) (3.39)
K
2Ec
oo /  Z \
Jdb J d z  j(K-K')  ReKcTm k Vc t (R)  + j dz i  VbVcT(b + z^K) .
In the upper limit (z —)• oo) of the dz integral, the dz% integral does not tend to 
zero, but to a result independent of z, and so the integral over z diverges; therefore, 
the matrix element, as written on LHS of equation 3.33, does not converge when 
the e —> 0 limits are taken before the operator are acted out, due to the ( K r  — K )  
term in equation 3.36.
But now if we use the e =  0 eikonal approximations to the distorted waves to 
examine the RHS of equation 3.33, so that the e —>• 0 limits have been taken before 
acting out the operators, we get a convergent result. The eikonal distorted waves 
satisfy
  IS! f  °°  \
( x £  | (Kr  - K ' )  =  -  — ( x S  | K 'V c t(R )  -  J d z '2 Vb,VCT(b' + z'2K ')  (3.40)
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so when the dot product is taken with equation 3.38, and by making the small angle 
approximation K  • K '  = 1 which is consistent with the eikonal approximation, the 
correction to the elastic T-matrix (eq. 3.29) in the eikonal model, can be written as
AToo =  ( x y  | AVer | x$)Foo(<xQ) (3.41)
where
AVer =  j (Lct)2 — J dzi VbVcT{b + z \K )  • +  ^2-^) J (3.42)
V —00 z  /
and
A  =  — , ^  y  (3.43)me (mP +  mr)
The integral over z in equation 3.41 converges because, at the z =  ±00 limits, either 
the dzi or dz  ^ integral will be zero, along with Vc t -
The question is whether this is the correct result for the e — 0 limit of the matrix 
element. An alternative form for the matrix element is derived in appendix D:
X ( K ,  K ' )  =  - ( x y  I [ K r , Vc t ] G £ \ E 0) [ K r , Vc t ] \ x g ’). (3.44)
The matrix element in this form allows the e —> 0 limits to be taken before the oper­
ators act, due to the commutators containing the potential killing off the long range 
oscillatory nature of the distorted waves. The result of equation 3.41 is confirmed 
in appendix D using eikonal distorted waves and the Glauber approximation to the 
Green’s function.
3.3 Non-adiabatic corrections in the eikonal ap­
proximation
To evaluate the correction to the elastic T-matrix in the eikonal model, we can insert 
the eikonal wavefunctions defined in section 2.3, into equation 3.41 and convert it 
to a scattering amplitude using the relation
/oo =  _  27Th2'^00' (3.45)
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Performing the àtp integral, as in equation 2.52, yields the first order correction to
the elastic scattering amplitude,
A /o f =  - | ?  f b  d6 Jo(Qb) J d z  AVCt  • Fm(aQ). (3.46)
0 —oo
In the eikonal model, the correction term AVer  only appears in an integral over z.
In appendix G, it is shown that for a central potential, the integral over z of AVer 
can be simplified further to
J d z  AVer =  ^  (TOp +  mT) 4%  +  bd j > ) h Z V°T- (3'47)
Thus,
A/of =  - iK  J b  db J0(Qb) e ^ ( i x )  ■ F00(aQ) (3.48)
0
where we have defined
m  =  “ S  (mpm+ m T) 6^ )  h  VêT- (3'49)
Adding this correction to the eikonal scattering amplitude in the core recoil model 
(eq. 2.55 multiplied by the formfactor, Fqo), gives
/oo =  /o f +  A /o f (3.50)
=  iK  jb  db J0(Qb) ( l  -  e‘*CT(l +  ix ))  • F00{aQ). (3.51)
0
We see that the first order non-adiabatic correction has the effect of multiplying the 
eikonal 5-matrix by a factor (1 + i%).
Properties of %
Apart from the assumption of s-wave projectiles, the correction to the elastic scat­
tering amplitude only depends on projectile structure through the formfactor, Fqq.
This implies that the corrections to the adiabatic model do not depend on the details 
of the projectile structure, but only on the core and valence masses. Corrections to 
the adiabatic approximation arise when the projectile excitation energies are non- 
negligible compared to the centre of mass energy of the projectile. The only way projectile
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excitation can occur in this model is through recoil of the core. Equation 3.49 is
strongly dependent on the ratio of the core to valence masses, and the derivative 
of the potential. This is due to the tidal forces that cause the projectile excitation. 
The ratio, relates to the distance of the core from the centre of mass of the pro­
jectile, and the sharper the surface of the potential, the larger the tidal forces. The 
corrections are also dependent on the masses of the projectile and target, through 
the ratio ; thus, the non-adiabatic corrections increase in magnitude as the
target mass increases. The energy dependence of % is 1 /E ^ 2, so the adiabatic 
approximation increases in accuracy the higher the energy, as expected.
Special cases
The correction term, x, can be solved analytically for some simple potentials (see 
appendix H):
• point Coulomb potential, Vct(R) =  ZcZt &2/R,
X =  0 (3.52)
• Gaussian potential, Vcr(&, z) =  —V^ e Ro
mv mT K
me mP +  mT SEq V 2
• square well potential, Vct = —VoQ(Rq — R),
(3.54)
O rder of m agnitude for %
The correction term % is a dimensionless quantity which determines the size of the 
corrections as the 5-matrix is multiplied by (1 +  i%). From examining the special 
cases, the corrections are largest for small b. By noting that,
an approximate value for % can be found as 6 0,
J  d z  VgT. (3.56)_ b->0 rnv mT K  X = me (mP +  mT) SEq2 _
The integral over the potential is of the order of magnitude
J d z  VST «  2VoRo, (3.57)
where Vo is the strength and R q is the range of the core-target interaction. So % is 
of the order of magnitude, for small b,
m r Z ^ V ^ o
me (mP +  mr) \ E qJ 4
The correction term is multiplied by the core-target 5-matrix, which in most cases 
will have an absorption associated with small impact parameters; therefore, this 
estimate is likely to over-estimate the overall size of the corrections.
3.3.1 Non-adiabatic corrections including Coulomb breakup
The first order correction to the scattering amplitude (eq. 3.48) can be extended to 
include the Coulomb interaction, by assuming the core-target potential consists of 
a sum of the nuclear potential (Vct) and a screened Coulomb potential (Vcoui) as 
defined in section 2.3.1. Therefore, the first order correction to the elastic scattering 
amplitude, including non-adiabatic corrections due to Coulomb breakup, is
A /0e*fc =  —iKe'x‘ J b  db J0{Qb) . F00(aQ), (3.59)
0
where % now includes both nuclear and Coulomb potentials,
x(b) =  ^1 +  J d z  (Vct +  ^VctVcouI +  Vcoul)- (3.60)
The first two terms in the above equation are short ranged due to the nuclear 
potential, but the third term contains the long range Coulomb potential only. For 
a point Coulomb potential this term vanishes (eq. 3.52). This means that the last 
term involving Vcoui2 is only non-zero for impact parameters less than the Coulomb 
radius (rc), and therefore, is also short ranged.
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Adding and subtracting e1Xa/ pti7ooj as in section 2.3.1, to the corrected amplitude,
3.4 Exact evaluation of corrections in the core re­
coil model
The first order corrections to the adiabatic approximation in the core recoil model 
(where the valence-tar get interaction is switched off) can be evaluated exactly, with­
out needing to make further eikonal approximations. This will give an insight into 
the accuracy of using the eikonal approximation when we come to evaluating the 
non-adiabatic corrections with both core and valence-target interactions included 
(ch. 5). In this exact evaluation of the non-adiabatic corrections, the Coulomb 
interaction will be ignored.
We start with the alternative form for the matrix element (eq. 3.44),
gives the elastic scattering amplitude in the core recoil model, including the first 
order non-adiabatic corrections, as
( x $  I [Kr , Vct] G ^ 2(E0) [Kr , VCt \ \ X%) (3 62)
/dR  (3.63)
where X (±) are defined by,
( r |x £ > )  =  ( r \G m (E0)[Kr ,Vct] \ x ^ ) ,  (3.64)
( x ÿ  I R )  = (x%  I [Kr , Vct] Gm (E0) | R ).  (3.65)
The distorted waves, Xk  , can be expanded as a sum over partial waves,
(3.66)
£m
where Xr+) is the solution of the radial Schrôdinger equation,
( E o - T t - V c T ) x ? \ R )  = 0, (3.67)
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with asymptotic form (ignoring the Coulomb interaction)
X ^ iR )  ^  | ^ s i n ( R R - Ç  +  5£), 
and where T( is the kinetic energy operator for the partial wave,
(3.68)
h2 1 d2 R h2 £(£ + 1)1? = —-—— . n +
2/i R  d R 2 2/i R 2
(3.69)
Rewriting equation 3.64 as
R X£>) =  JdRf ( R  I GW (E0) | R ') (R ' I [Rk, VCT} Xk (3.70)
we can expand the Green’s function as a series of partial waves,
R GM (E0) | R ')  = GM (R ,R ')  =  23Y,m*(R')Yrm(R)G'+,(fi,R '), (3.71)
£m
where the partial wave Green’s function is the solution of the inhomogeneous equa­
tion,
02{ R - R ' )
R 2
(3.72)
The commutator acting on the distorted wave can be written as (eq. D.18)
[ K r , V c t \ | x k )  =  -H V rV ct) | X&’), (3.73)
and the differential operator can be written in the spherical basis as [29]
^  dVcr
V r VCt {R) = 3 dR E Y1(1(R)ê^. (3.74)/x=±l,0
Next, we define a vector, / (+), which contains the angular integration of equa­
tion 3.70,
/ (+) =  1 / t  Z  ê" [d R 'Y lfl(R>)YeC,(R')Yem(R ’),
V o    n v/
(3.75)
/i=0,±l
The jith component of / (+) is thus,
/W+’ =  V f  /d R 'Y lp(R ')Y ^,(R ')Y r„(R '), (3.76)
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and, using the identity [29]
JdR  Y£imi (R)Y<2m2 ( R ) \ ^  (R) (3.77)
\
(2£i +  1)(2^2 +  1)
4^(24 + 2i)-----( ^0^2  0 | 4 0 ) ( ^ i  m 1 £2 m2 14 m3), (3.78)
equation 3.76 can be simplified to
/«+> =
Therefore, the fith component of equation 3.70, using the partial wave expansions for 
the distorted waves (eq. 3.66), and the Green’s function (eq. 3.71), can be written
R - -47Ti i % ; , ( A ) ^ ( K ) r + ) % ( B ) ,  (3.80)
W '
where we have defined the partial wave solution of as
X ^ U,(R ) = J & d X  
0
Therefore, is the solution of the inhomogeneous equation, 
{ E q — Ti> — Vc t ) X  Khi (R) = dR
with asymptotic form (ignoring the Coulomb interaction)
x ï ï A R )
(3.81)
(3.82)
(3.83)
Using the time reversal operator, /C, ( X ^ l R )  can be written in terms of (J?|X^z). 
Taking the Hermitian conjugate of both sides of equation 3.65,
G ( + % )  [ % , WR R
and applying the time reversal operator to both sides, we have
(KR I K x y )  =  (KR I K G ^ t E ^ t f K  [KR, VCT]f &K  
Using the properties of antilinear operators [27]:
K G ^ i E o ) ^  =  GM{E0),
K V £ t K '  =  Vc t ,
( K R  I K X $ )  =  ( X $  | R),
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(3.84)
(3.85)
(3.86)
(3.87)
(3.88)
we can determine,
> c | x £ )  =  ICG^V^r | K ')  
=  Gm VctK. j K ')  
=  G(+>Vcr | -  K ')
= X-K')-
The time reversal operator acting on the commutator gives
K [K R,V c r ] 'tf  =  K{KRV c r -V a rK R)^ K?
=  K(V?jtK r  -  K r V ^ K )  ••• K r ' =  K r
= (lCV£Ttf)(ICKRK,‘<) -  { IC K u K ^ iK V ^ )
= —VctK r  +  K r Vct ' K,Kr K) =  —K r
=  [ % ,  Vc t ] •
(3.89)
(3.90)
Thus (A^.,1 |.R) of equation 3.65 can be written
X ÿ R j  — (^R Gw (E0){Kr ,Vot] X-K’) (3.91)
=  < « X'-ir)- (3.92)
Using equation 3.80, the /rtA component is
< * £  | «)'* =  ( ü | Xi-»,)" (3.93)
=  -47ri E  ir V m» '( « ) W ( - Â ' ,) / w+)V ^ , , ( « ) -  (3-94)
( i l l
m , , m ,n
The dot product of two vectors, A  and B ,  in the spherical basis is [29]
A - B  = Y ,  ( - l l ^ A ^ S '1, (3.95)
/ t = 0 ,± l
so the matrix element of equation 3.63 is
=  - / d #  ^  (3.96)
J n=±l,Q
Applying spatial inversion to the spherical harmonic,
Yt"m„ ( -K ')  = (3.97)
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and recognising that K  = K 1 for elastic scattering, then
X ( K ,K ')  = (An)2 [d R  Y  ( - l f i M "Ye,^ (R )Y em( k )  (3.98)
j uumtn
Hmm1 m 11 m 1"
xYe„rm,„ (A) (R)xïï>-e» (B ) /-w+)/ w+).
Evaluating the angular component of the d R  integral,
J d R Y / m,(R )Y ^ m,„(R) = ( - l ) m'5(,r ,5-m,,m™, (3.99)
and then pulling through the m  and /i sums, expanding /^ (+) using equation 3.79, 
we have
m m 'm '
=  Y  ( - l ) ro'Yrm(g)Y£»m» (g ')V (2< ^ ^ ^ ± 2 1  (3.100)
mm'm" VZ^  •
x ( l 0 f 0 | ^ ' 0 ) ( l 0 f ' 0 | r 0 ) ( l / £^ m | f  m ' ) ( l  -m') .
The only dependence on mz and n is in the last two Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, so 
evaluating these sums first, we have
mz) ( l  - m z) = ( - l ) 1+r+ ^ • (3.101)
m ' h. T
Using this to evaluate all the m  sums, reduces equation 3.100 to
Y ( - l ) ™ +1+MYtm(K)Yt^ ( K ' )  =  (3.102)
m  47T
The matrix element, X(üf, ü fz), is now reduced to
X ( K ,K ')  =  47t / e 2(UZ £ ( - l ) 1+3W' (21+1)3(0081) ( ^ . ( H ) ) 2 ( 10^0 i ' o f .  
o
The square of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient is only non-zero for two values of
(2f + i ) ( , o < o | r o ) ! -  (3.103)
This restricts the phase ((—1)1+3W') to a positive value, so that the exact evaluation 
of the matrix element is
X f # ,# ')  =  47r^R (cos^)
t
(l +  l) / f l 2dfl { x ^ e+1f  + e j R 2dR ( x ^ y  
0
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Inserting this formula for the matrix element into equation 3.29 and converting it to 
a scattering amplitude, gives the first order correction to the scattering amplitude 
as
A / S  =  - f t  E S  (cos 0)
I
(I +  1) J ■K'dR  + i  j t f d R2 J  D  V '(+ )  2K / / + 1
0 0
Foo(a Q),
(3.104)
where ^  is the mass ratio of equation 3.43.
3.4.1 A sym ptotic form of X ^ ,
The exact evaluation of the first order correction to the elastic scattering amplitude 
(eq. 3.104) involves an integral over R  of the function X ^ ,  out to infinity. The 
function has an asymptotic form which is oscillatory, so the integral can be
evaluated numerically out to some radius, beyond which it has to be solved analyt­
ically. The asymptotic form of (defined in equation 3.83) is
X (kU R )  ^  (3.105)
where H^+) is related to the usual Hankel function, h(£+), by the equation
#j+}(#) =  ^ ^ ( ^ ) ,  (3.106)
and has an asymptotic form when K R  ^  1(1 +  1) of
#j+>(#) (3.107)
The asymptotic form of equation 3.105 is valid when R  is outside the range of the 
potential, which is much quicker than the Hankel function reaches its asymptotic
form. We choose a value for R 0 that is outside the range of the potential, so that
00 - 2  00
j R 2dR Xfy,2(R) =  ( 0  Sw2 JdR (Hf^R))2. (3.108)
R q R q
Defining a value, R a, at which the hankel function has reached its asymptotic form, 
when the condition
# # o : W ( f + l )  (3.109)
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has been met, then the integral from R0 oo can be split into two parts,
oo Ra oo
J d R  ( H ^ ( R ) ) 2 = J d R ( H ^ { R ) ) 2 + JdRe '2^ 11- ^ .  (3.110)
Ro Ro Ra
The integral from R q -> Ra can be found using the explicit form of the Hankel 
function:
The integral of the asymptotic form of the Hankel function from R a —ï oo can be 
performed analytically by making the substitution R = iy + R a: and integrating over 
the complex plane,
Jd R  =  ijdy (3.112)
R a 0
ip2iKRa
(3.113)2K
The value of Su> can be found by matching the solution of the inhomogeneous 
equation to its asymptotic value at R 0, but it also has an analytical solution. The 
definition of the exact Green’s function is [27]
GW (R, R ')  =  Z ^ '% ; ( Â ') % m ( Â ) ^ ( ^ ) n r ( % ) ,  (3.114)
where i?< and R y refer to the smaller and larger of R  and R' respectively. Therefore, 
from the definition of the partial wave Green’s function (eq. 3.71), we have
G\+\R ,R ')  = (•«>), (3.115)
where Ft and H {e+) are the regular and irregular solutions of the differential equation
d2 <(< +  !) 2»
d i p - — *— ¥ v  +  k
yi = 0. (3.116)
The solution Fi(R) is related to Xe+)(R) (defined in the previous section) by the 
equation
xi+,(fi) =  (3.117)
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and has the asymptotic form
Fe(R) sm(KR  -  y  +  5t ). (3.118)
Examining the definition of X ^ £l (eq. 3.81), the differential of the potential for
R' > R q is zero,
^ V bT -tii')  =  0, R1 > fl0, (3.119)
so the value of the integrand is zero for R' > R0, and the upper limit of the integral
in equation 3.81 can be changed to R 0:
R° HI/
X $ A R )  = J ^ d R ’ G ÿ - \ R , R ' ) - ^ x ^ ( R ' ) -  (3.120)
0
In the asymptotic region for R > R 0 and the R' integral is over the range
0 —)• Rq, so R >  R1, and the partial wave Green’s function can be written as
G $\R ,R !)  =  R > R ' .  (3.121)
Inserting this into equation 3.81, gives the asymptotic form of X ^ ,  as
X (ku'(R) ^  J R '2dR' X(r \ R ' ) ^ r x l +)( R r  (3.122)
0
The integral in this equation is independent of the variable R  and so the asymptotic 
form of X xy ,  has the same form as equation 3.105. Thus, Su> has the analytical 
result
Sw  =  ÿ  j R ’2dR' (3.123)
0
3.4.2 Connection with the eikonal approximation
It is well known that the exact partial wave sum for the elastic scattering can be 
converted to an integral over impact parameters by making a semi-classical ap­
proximation [30]. To compare the exact term for the corrections to the adiabatic 
approximation with the results we have found in the eikonal model, we want the 
eikonal equivalent of X ^ £l in equation 3.104. At high energies, where the eikonal
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approximation is valid, there are a large number of partial waves and the variable 
£ can be considered continuous. The partial wave can be converted to an impact 
parameter via the relation [30]
f =  Wf. (3.124)
The sum over partial waves can be converted to a integral over impact parameters,
53 % K  [db, (3.125)
* o
and the Legendre polynomial for small angles and large partial waves is approxi­
mately
lim B(cos0) =  J0(£6). (3.126)
0->O
For small angles, sin(z) % %, so from equation 2.48, we have
lim Q = K6, => £9 = bK6 =  Qb, (3.127)
and therefore
lim R(cos0) =  Jo(Qb). (3.128)
0-*O
Applying these semi-classical approximations to the exact correction to the elastic 
scattering amplitude (eq. 3.104),
Fw(aQ),A/ocor =  - f o K  Jdb U Q b)  (£ +  1) J t f d R  X g e/+12 + £ j R 2dR X ^ u _{
0 L 0 0
and comparing it to the first order correction in the eikonal approximation (eq. 3.48), 
gives the relation
b s.(£ +  1) [R 2dR  m 2 +  e [R 2dR X ^ e_ 2 = - x ^ ixcT- (3.129) 
0 0
We shall label the left and right hand sides of this equation for future reference:
Xex“ t =  (I +  1) J r 2AR x ^ u+12 + 1 °jR2dR X ^ } ^ 2 (3.130)
0 0
Xeik =  - x | - e iXCT (3.131)
P2
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Chapter 4
Quantitative evaluation of 
non-adiabatic corrections in the  
core recoil model
In this chapter, we will evaluate the first order non-adiabatic corrections in the core 
recoil model. In the first section, the non-adiabatic corrections to the model are 
calculated for 11Be+12C elastic scattering, and the second section looks at 6He+12C. 
The first order non-adiabatic corrections are calculated first of all in the eikonal 
approximation, then exactly, and the range of validity of the eikonal approximation 
to the non-adiabatic corrections is investigated. The corrected adiabatic calculations 
are then compared to CDCC model calculations with the valence potential set to 
zero. Note that the CDCC model calculations, with the valence potential set to 
zero, do not make the adiabatic approximation while the core recoil model does. A 
list of abbreviations for the various models used to calculate the cross sections, and 
methods of calculating the non-adiabatic corrections, is given in table 4.1. Note that 
some of these abbreviations will not be used until the corrections in the Glauber 
model are discussed in chapter 6.
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Table 4.1: List of abbreviations used in chapters 4 and 6. The top table list the 
abbreviations for the various models used to calculate the elastic scattering differ­
ential cross section, while the bottom table lists the abbreviations that describe the 
various methods of calculating the non-adiabatic corrections.
Abbreviation Description of model
approximations
oII adiabatic eikonal
CDCC
CDCC 3-body model 
calculations
AD
Adiabatic approximation 
to 3-body model V
GL 3-body Glauber model V V
CDCCVO
CDCC model calculation 
with Vvt = 0 V
CRM Core Recoil Model V V
ECRM
Eikonal approximation to the 
Core Recoil Model V V V
DDDP
Exact 2-body optical model 
calculation
N/A N/A
EIK
Eikonal approximation to 
2-body scattering N/A N/A V
Abbreviation Description of non-adiabatic corrections eikonal CRM
ExactFONAC
Exact evaluation of corrections 
in the core recoil model V
EikFONAC
Eikonal approximation to corrections 
in the core recoil model V V
A
First order non-adiabatic correction 
in the Glauber model V
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4.1 n B e + 12C elastic scattering
4.1.1 The core recoil approximation
The core recoil model assumes that the core-target interaction is effectively much 
stronger than the valence-target interaction, and therefore dominates the scattering. 
A good example of a nucleus that meets this criteria is n Be. This is a single neutron 
halo nucleus, so the ratio of core to valence masses is 10:1. The core recoil model 
was applied to the elastic scattering of n Be +  12C at 49.3 MeV/A in [8], and the
11Be + 12C @ 49.3MeV/A
,010
 GL
  ECRM (point X F„20)
 point particle (EIK)
  F00(aQ)
 no breakup■i10
0 5 10 15 20
6=m (deg)
Figure 4.1: Angular distribution of the ratio to Rutherford cross section for 11Be +  12C at 
49.3 MeV per nucleon. The dot-dashed line represents the full 3-body Glauber calculation with 
the valence-target interaction included. The solid line is the eikonal approximation to the cross 
section in the core recoil model, which is calculated from the eikonal cross section for a point particle 
of mass /z, interacting via the core-target potential (dashed line), multiplied by the formfactor, Too 
(dotted line), squared. The grey long dashed line is the result of the folding model calculation which 
gives the no breakup limit of the three-body calculation. See table 4.1 for legend abbreviations.
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10Be+12C
n +  12C
curves are reproduced in figure 4.1, using the eikonal approximation. This shows 
the approximation is reasonable, but the effect of switching off the valence-target 
interaction is not negligible. The core and valence-target optical potentials are that 
of [21], which have the Woods-Saxon parameters:
Real Vo =  123 MeV R q = 0.75 fm a = 0.8 fm
Imag W q = 65 MeV R 0 = 0.78 fm a =  0.8 fm
Real Vo =  37.4 MeV R q =  1.2 fm a — 0.75 fm
Imag W q = 10.0 MeV R q = 1.3 fm a = 0.6 fm
The Coulomb radius is rc=1.2fm, and the core radius parameters are multiplied by 
101/3 + 121/3, while the valence radius parameters are multiplied by 121/3. The 10Be 
potential was obtained from a fit to elastic scattering data at 59.4 MeV/A.
The ground state wavefunction of n Be is assumed to be a pure 2si/2 neutron single 
particle state, with a separation energy of 0.503 MeV, calculated in a central Woods- 
Saxon potential with a radius and diffuseness of 1 fm and 0.53 fm respectively. The 
potential depth is adjusted to obtain the required binding energy of the 10Be +  n 
system. Assuming a core root mean squared (rms) radius of 2.28 fm, this generates 
the n Be composite nucleus, with rms radius of 2.90 fm, in agreement with a recent 
few-body analysis of halo sizes [31].
The folding model calculation (grey, long dashed line in figure 4.1) represents the no 
breakup limit of the three-body calculation. This is evaluated using the two-body 
eikonal approximation with a projectile-target interaction, Vp t , found by folding 
the core and valence potentials over the ground state wavefunction of the projectile 
(Watanabe potential [1]),
VPt (R) = (&, | VCt (\R  -  ar\) + V ^ R  -  f3r\) | <Po)- (4.1)
The no breakup limit gives a similar cross section to that calculated by the point 
particle cross section that is factored out in the core recoil model, before multipli­
cation by the formfactor. This shows that the effects of folding the potentials over 
the extended size of the halo are relatively small. Therefore it is the formfactor 
that is associated with the large breakup effects that are of great importance in the 
scattering of loosely bound projectiles [8],
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4.1.2 Eikonal evaluation of non-adiabatic corrections
Non-adiabatic correction term for nuclear and Coulomb potentials
The non-adiabatic correction term, % (eq. 3.60), was calculated at an energy of 
49.3 MeV per nucleon (fig. 4.2). The contribution to % from Coulomb breakup 
alone is only non zero for impact parameters less than the Coulomb radius, as the 
correction term for a point Coulomb force is zero, but even inside the Coulomb 
radius the effect is negligible (fig. 4.2). The small change in the correction term 
when Coulomb breakup is included is because the nuclear and Coulomb terms do 
not add coherently, due to the VqT dependence.
Real 11Be + 12C @ 49.3 MeV/A I mag
0.04 0.04
 ------  Nuclear breakup only
 Nuclear + Coulomb
 Coulomb only (x10)
-0.04 -0.04
-0.08 -0.08
b (fm)
Figure 4.2: The first order non-adiabatic correction term % for 1:LB e+ 12C at 49.3MeV/A as a 
function of impact parameter, b. The real and imaginary parts are shown by the left and right 
graphs respectively. The solid lines are the non-adiabatic corrections due to nuclear breakup 
only, while the dashed line includes contributions to the non-adiabatic corrections from Coulomb 
breakup. The dot-dashed line is the non-adiabatic corrections due to Coulomb breakup only, 
multiplied by 10.
Numerical test against analytical solution
To test the numerical calculation of the correction term, the analytical square well 
solution of x  (eq. 3.54) is compared to calculations for the Woods-Saxon potential, 
where the diffuseness parameter, a, is reduced so that the potential approaches that
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1Be + 12C @ 49.3 MeV/A using a square well potential
0)oc
o analytical 
a = 0.05 fm 
a = 0.01 fm 
a = 0.005 fm 
a = 0.002 fm
4 . . . .o-~o o b~a t)~o
b (fm)
0.8 'Zf
-0 .4
Figure 4.3: The first order non-adiabatic correction term, %, for nuclear breakup only, compared 
to the analytical solution for a square well, by reducing the Woods-Saxon diffuseness parameter, 
a. The real and imaginary parts are shown by the top and bottom graphs respectively. The circles 
donate the analytical solution for a square well. The lines represent the Woods-Saxon correction 
term calculated for various diffuseness parameters, a, which are given in the legend. The correction 
terms are plotted against impact parameters ranging from 3 -4 3.5 fm.
of a square well. The values of % for a square well are calculated from equation 3.54 
using a potential depth of Vq = 123+65 i and a range parameter of R 0 =  0.75(101/3 + 
121/3) fm for 11Be+12C at 49.3 MeV/A, over a range of impact parameters in 0.002 fm 
steps. These are shown by the circles in figure 4.3, with the real component in the 
top graph and the imaginary component below. The lines represent calculations 
of x  using the 10Be+12C nuclear potential given above, but with the imaginary 
radius parameter changed to 0.75 fm to equal the range parameter for the real part 
of the potential, and using a range of diffuseness parameters which approach zero. 
Figure 4.3 compares the correction terms to the analytical solutions for impact
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parameters ranging from 3 -4- 3.5 fm. The various diffuseness parameters have a 
good agreement with the analytical solution below impact parameters of 3 fm, and 
from figure 4.3 we can see that as the diffuseness parameter is reduced, the correction 
term approaches the analytical solution with good agreement at o =  0.002 fm (dotted 
line).
N on -ad iab atic  correction  to  e lastic  ff-m atrix
11Be + 12C @ 49.3MeV/A
1
Real0.8
0.6
0.2
Imag
0
0.04
0.02
0
- 0.02
-0 .0 4
-0 .0 6
—  Real 
- -  Imag
b (fm)
Figure 4.4: Corrections to the eikonal S-matrix for 11B e+ 12C at 49.3MeV/A. The top graph 
shows the eikonal S-matrix including the difference between the Coulomb and point Coulomb 
phases (solid line) and the effect of multiplying by the factor (1 +  i%) to include the first order 
corrections (dotted line). The lower graph shows the correction term % plotted on the same impact 
parameter scale, with the solid (dashed) lines corresponding to the real (imaginary) part.
To obtain a correction to the cross section the usual eikonal S-matrix is multiplied 
by a factor of (1 +  i%). Figure 4.4 compares the eikonal S-matrix in the presence 
of the Coulomb distortion (eq. 2.77) to the corrected S-matrix, with the correction 
term, %, below. We see that the correction term is largest when the S-matrix is
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virtually zero and so the effect of multiplying by (1 +  i%) is negligible. For elastic 
scattering in the eikonal model, the impact parameters which contribute most to 
the cross section are those b values that correspond to grazing collisions, when the 
nuclei just overlap (5 -» 7fm). In this region the correction term is approaching 
zero and is less than one percent.
11Be + 12C @ 10MeV/A
1
Real0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
Imag
0
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—  Real
— -  Imag-0.3
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Figure 4.5: Corrections to the eikonal S-matrix for 11B e+ 12C at 10MeV/A. The curves have 
the same meaning as figure 4.4.
The correction term, %, has an energy dependence of 1 /E ^ 2. Therefore, reducing the 
energy to 10 MeV/A, increases the correction term approximately 10 fold. The effect 
of this increase on the correction to the elastic eikonal 5-matrix is shown in figure 4.5. 
We see that even though the corrections are now up to 50 percent, the correction 
to the elastic 5-matrix is still very small as the elastic 5-matrix is virtually zero 
in this region. The 5-matrix is small for small impact parameters due to the large 
imaginary potential associated with the 10Be core. The potentials used at 10 MeV/A 
were the same as those for 49.3 MeV/A, as there is no experimental data that could 
be used to fit the 10Be+12C potential at this energy. Even so, the 5-matrix has
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some energy dependence, due to the ■—  in the exponential. Comparing figure 4.5 
with figure 4.4 we can see that the S-matrix decreases as the energy decreases, 
effectively shifting the S-matrix to higher impact parameters. This reduces the effect 
of the non-adiabatic corrections even further, as the maximum value for the non- 
adiabatic corrections is at the same impact parameter that was found at 49.3 MeV/A 
(fig. 4.4). This is an unrealistic effect, as the potential geometry changes as the 
energy decreases, but without elastic scattering data for the core-target system at 
the required energy, this cannot be investigated accurately.
Non-adiabatic correction to cross section in core recoil model
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Figure 4.6: Angular distribution of the ratio to Rutherford cross sections for 11B e+ 12C at 10 MeV 
per nucleon in the core recoil model. The solid curve represents eikonal approximation to the core 
recoil model and the dashed curve includes first order non-adiabatic corrections. See table 4.1 for 
legend abbreviations.
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The eikonal approximation to the n Be+12C elastic cross section in the core recoil 
model at 10 MeV/A is shown by the solid curve in figure 4.6. The cross section 
including the first order non-adiabatic correction is shown by the dashed line. The 
corrections even down at 10 MeV/A are very small and only visible above 20°. The 
magnitude of the corrections increase as the centre of mass angle increases. This 
is because the larger scattering angles correspond to higher momentum transfer 
to the projectile via core recoil, thus exciting the projectile into higher relative 
energy breakup states and reducing the validity of the adiabatic approximation 
which assumes that the projectile excitation energy is small in comparison to the 
centre of mass energy of the projectile. However, these higher momentum transfers 
at large centre of mass scattering angles correspond to small impact parameters, 
where the large imaginary part of the core-target potential means that these impact 
parameters do not contribute significantly to the elastic cross section, therefore the 
corrections are small.
4.1.3 Exact evaluation of first order corrections
The first order corrections to the adiabatic approximation were evaluated in the 
core recoil model exactly, using equation 3.104, for the case when the Coulomb 
interaction was neglected.
N u m erica l ca lcu lation  o f
The first step in calculating the non-adiabatic corrections is to solve the inhomoge- 
neous equation of 3.82, to find out to a radius of R  = R Q,
(E0 - T i, - V ct)X ^ u,(R) =  ^ x (t+)(R)-
This is required for each partial wave in the sum from I =  0 up to a maximum of l max. 
The value for l max is chosen so that the contribution to the sum in equation 3.104 for 
£ > Anax is negligible. To find , we required the solution of the homogeneous 
equation for each partial wave, I, which defines the partial distorted waves (eq. 3.67),
(Ea- T e-V cT)Xe+)(R) = 0.
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This is then multiplied by the derivative of the potential to obtain the source term 
for the inhomogeneous equation.
There are two allowed values for t' which appears in the Tp operator on the left 
hand side of equation 3.82, so for each partial wave, two solutions of the inhomoge­
neous equation are found for l z =  I ±  1. This gives us the general solution to the
inhomogeneous equation, X ^ u,. We required the purely outgoing solution of the
inhomogeneous equation, which can be found by adding the appropriate amount of 
the homogeneous solution,
X kII' — ^KW  +  •
Thus, the solution of the homogeneous equation for the two values of l z is required. 
Note that the factor K  appears before the homogeneous solution, as the inhomoge­
neous solution has units of fm-1, while the homogeneous solution is dimensionless. 
The general solutions, for both the homogeneous (xf?) and inhomogeneous (Xf?u,) 
equations, are obtained using the Runge-Kutta method. The ingoing and outgoing 
coefficients are obtained by solving simultaneous equations for the general solutions 
at two radii (in the asymptotic region),
The outgoing solution of the inhomogeneous equation is then,
ÿ(+) — ÿss QX  gs^Kll' — ÆKU> — Xf •
The solution to the inhomogeneous equation was calculated for the n Be+12C sys­
tem at 10 MeV per nucleon. The values for the S-matrix (S#,) obtained from solv­
ing the inhomogeneous equation could be checked against their analytical solution 
(eq. 3.123). The homogeneous solution for £ and i' were used along with the deriva­
tive of the potential to find the value of the integral from R =  0 —» Rq in equa­
tion 3.123. The value of the integral for the two allowed values of I' matched the 
S-matrix (obtained from matching the solution of inhomogeneous equation to the 
Hankel functions). This verified the accuracy of the solution to the inhomogeneous 
equation, X ^ .
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In tegrating  X ^ ,  in  th e  asym p to tic  region
The equation for the corrections (3.104) contains an integral over all R  of the solution 
of the inhomogeneous equation, This is found for a range of R  values
from 0 —>• -Ro, and numerically integrated using Simpson’s rule. The value for R q is 
chosen so that it is outside the range of the potential. The integral from R q —ï oo 
is handled using the method of section 3.4.1. This involves integrating the Hankel 
function numerically out to a value oî R  = R a, where it has reached its asymptotic 
form, then analytically calculating the integral from R a —ï oo. The Hankel function 
is required for each partial wave for values of R  from RQ R a, where the value of Ra 
depends on the partial wave (eq. 3.109) and is chosen so that R a = 1001'(lz +  l ) /K .  
So to recap, a different value of Ra was chosen for each partial wave, and the Hankel 
function calculated for values of R  from R0 -* R a then integrated for each £' using 
Simpson’s rule. The analytical solution for the R a oo part of the integral is then
11Be + 12C @ 10MeV/A
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Figure 4.7: The modulus of the integral of X ^ £l2 for n B e+ 12C at 10 MeV /A  for each partial 
wave, £, and allowed value of £'. The black lines correspond to £' — I and the grey lines to 
I' =  I — 1. The limits of the integrals are given in the legend. The solid lines represent the integral 
of X k I£, 2 from jF? =  0 —> oo whereas the dotted line gives the contribution to the total integral 
from R =  0 -> Rq and the dashed lines corresponds to the contribution to the integral integrating 
out from R  =  R q oo.
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added using equation 3.113.
The integrals of that appear in equation 3.104, are shown in figure 4.7 for
n Be+12C at 10 MeV/A, for partial waves up to l maX = 45 and for both allowed 
values of t ' . The contribution to the integral for values of R  up to R q and from R q 
to oo, are also included. A value of 30 fm was used for R q, and convergence of the 
total integral over all R  was tested for different values of R q that were sufficiently 
large. We see that the contribution to the total integral for R  >  R q is  only about 
2% at maximum even though is oscillatory for R - ^  oo .
Non-adiabatic corrections to the cross section in the core recoil model
The results of the integrals of X ^ £l were used to calculate the correction to the 
scattering amplitude for n Be+12C at 10 MeV/A in the core recoil model, with the 
Coulomb interaction neglected, using equation 3.104. The exact scattering ampli­
tude for n Be as a point projectile in the 10Be+12C potential was calculated using the 
code d d d p  [32]. Care has to be taken when inputing the range of the core-target po­
tential, as the code takes the input mass to be that of the whole projectile, whereas 
the potential is that of the core-target interaction, which requires multiplication by 
raj/3 +  raj/3. The range parameters for the core-target potential therefore have to be 
multiplied by +mr _ The exact evaluation of the first order non-adiabatic cor-
rtip +mrp
rections are compared to the eikonal approximation to the corrections, and CDCC 
model calculations with the valence potential set to zero, in the next sections.
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Figure 4.8: Angular distribution of the elastic differential cross section (in millibarns) for 11 Be 
+  12C at 10MeV per nucleon with no Coulomb. The top figure compares cross sections for the 
core recoil model (solid line) and eikonal approximation to the core recoil model (dashed line). 
Below is the fractional first order non-adiabatic correction (solid) and eikonal approximation to 
the fractional correction (dashed). The dot-dashed line is the difference between the CDCC model 
calculation with Vvt  =  0 and core recoil model calculations, as a fraction of the core recoil model 
cross section. See table 4.1 for abbreviations.
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4.1.4 Comparison of exact and eikonal calculations of first 
order non-adiabatic corrections
The non-adiabatic corrections have been calculated both exactly and in the eikonal 
approximation. The corrections are plotted as a fraction of the cross section in 
the core recoil model (fig. 4.8). The fractional corrections are calculated from (the 
abbreviations used in the legend are explained in table 4.1),
ExactFONAC/CRM =  l/oo +  A/oo|2 -  l/ool2
|/oo|
I f e i k  I A f e i k \ 2  _  I f e i k \ 2
EikFONAC/ECRM =  — ^2_L
l/oo I
noting that the eikonal corrections are plotted as a fraction to the eikonal approxi­
mation to the core recoil model cross section. The eikonal scattering amplitude and 
correction term are calculated from equations 2.55 and 3.48 respectively. The exact 
scattering amplitude in the core recoil model is calculated from the code d d d p , and 
the correction term from equation 3.104.
The cross section in the core recoil model is calculated from a point particle two- 
body cross section, multiplied by a formfactor, F0o (section 2.2.1). The term ’exact’ 
here means that the two-body cross section is calculated exactly using a partial wave 
sum. It is not an ’exact cross section’, as the calculation is in the core recoil model 
where the adiabatic approximation has been made as well as neglecting the valence 
potential. The eikonal approximation to the core recoil model cross section, uses 
the eikonal approximation to calculate the two-body cross section. Note that the 
formfactors cancel in the above equations. The exact and eikonal calculations of the 
differential cross section in the core recoil model are plotted in the top of figure 4.8.
We see from the fractional correction that the corrections are largest in the minima 
of the cross section, and there is a general increase in the fractional correction as 
the angle increases which correspond to higher momentum transfers, and therefore 
higher projectile excitations. From the top of figure 4.8 we see that the eikonal 
approximation (dashed line) over estimates the exact cross section in the core recoil 
model (solid line). Even so, it reproduces the fractional first order correction to 
the adiabatic approximation reasonably well. This is because the corrections in the
(4.2)
(4.3)
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eikonal model are over estimated, but the total correction is also over estimated, so 
the corrections as a fraction to the cross section are of the correct order.
The fractional correction to the differential cross section is shown for three energies, 
5, 10 and 25 MeV/A in figure 4.9. The eikonal approximation reproduces the exact 
fractional correction well for all three energies. The troughs in the fractional correc­
tion, when the correction is largest correspond to minima in the cross section. The 
peaks in the fraction correction, when the corrections are small, correspond to the 
maxima in the cross section. The eikonal model succeeds in reproducing the correct 
angular position of the peaks and troughs in the fractional correction, but slightly 
underestimates the size of the peaks and troughs. The same potential was used for 
the whole range of energies in figure 4.9, and as the potential was obtained at an 
energy of 59.4 MeV/A, it is unclear how accurate the results would be at 5 MeV/A. 
The corrections remain small even at 5 MeV/A, but this is due to the large core 
absorption, and it is difficult to estimate how the imaginary potential would vary 
with energy without reliable elastic scattering data.
"Be + 12C
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Figure 4.9: The fractional correction to the adiabatic approximation for 10B e+ 12C, at three 
energies, 25 (left), 10 (center) and 5 MeV per nucleon (right). The solid lines represent the exact 
first order non-adiabatic correction as a ratio to the core recoil model cross section, while the 
dashed lines are for the eikonal approximation to the fractional correction. Note the different 
angular scale for the three energies. See table 4.1 for legend abbreviations.
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C om parison o f exact and eikonal correction  term s
In section 3.4.2 the exact correction term was compared with the eikonal correction 
term. The integrals of (Xexact of equation 3.130) are compared to the eikonal 
equivalent (Xeik of equation 3.131) in figure 4.10. The curves (points) in figure 4.10 
are integrated (summed) over to gain the correction to the scattering amplitude, so 
it is the area under the curves (points) that determines the size of the corrections. 
The eikonal term, Xeik, plotted in figure 4.10, contains the important features of 
the corrections, since it is the correction term, %, multiplied by the eikonal S- 
matrix, weighted by the corresponding impact parameter. Therefore, this includes 
the important effects of the core absorption as it represents the overlap of the S- 
matrix with the correction term. The correction terms are peaked around impact 
parameters that correspond to surface collisions and the large core absorption in 
the core-target potential means that the eikonal S-matrix is zero for small impact 
parameters.
This feature is reproduced by the exact corrections, but the eikonal corrections over 
estimate the size of the corrections. The exact corrections are reproduced well by 
the eikonal approximation for the larger impact parameters, but are over estimated 
for the smaller impact parameters. This is as expected as the eikonal approximation 
would be expected to be more accurate for the larger impact parameters (corre­
sponding to smaller scattering angles) where the straight line assumption is more 
accurate. To check that this difference in the corrections in the eikonal and ex­
act calculations is due to the error in making the eikonal approximation, and not to 
using eikonal wavefunctions to evaluate the corrections, the energy of the scattering 
system was increased to 49.3 MeV/A where the eikonal approximation is good. Fig­
ure 4.10 shows that at 49.3 MeV/A the corrections terms calculated in the eikonal 
model are a good fit to the exact first order corrections. The correction term in the 
eikonal approximation is still over estimated for small impact parameters.
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F igure 4.10: Exact and eikonal correction terms for 11Be +  12C at 10 MeV /A  (top) and 
49.3MeV/A (bottom). The value of the correction terms are in fm and represent the left and 
right hand sides of equation 3.129, which correspond to the exact (Xexact) and eikonal (Xeik) cor­
rection terms, respectively. The top half of each figure compares the modulus of exact and eikonal 
corrections. The exact correction term (circles) is plotted for each partial wave against the bottom 
axis. The eikonal equivalent is plotted against the top axis which has been scaled so that the 
impact parameter, b, matches the corresponding partial wave, via £ =  bK . The bottom half of 
each figure shows the real and imaginary components of the correction terms. Again the circles 
represent the exact calculation (filled=real, open=imaginary) and the lines represent the eikonal 
equivalent (solid=real, dashed=imaginary).
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4.1.5 Corrected adiabatic calculations versus CDCC model
calculations with valence-target interaction neglected
The core recoil model makes two assumptions: (i) The valence-target interaction 
can be neglected, (ii) the adiabatic approximation is applicable. We have calculated 
first order corrections to the adiabatic approximation, assumption (ii). To assess the 
accuracy of these corrections, we can calculate cross sections when only assumption 
(i) has been made, using the CDCC model with the valence-target interaction set 
to zero. This was calculated using the code f r e s c o  [33]. The CDCC cross section 
is compared to the adiabatic cross section to show the effect of assumption (ii) , 
and to see how effective first order corrections to the adiabatic approximation are 
in correcting this assumption. To compare CDCC calculations with the fractional 
correction to the adiabatic approximation, the difference between the CDCC and 
adiabatic calculations is shown as a fraction to the adiabatic cross section:
This shows the effect of including non-adiabatic corrections to all orders, while the 
corrections to the adiabatic approximation are only to first order.
CDCC model space
The adiabatic calculation in the core recoil model implicitly includes all bound states
continuum and bound states have to be explicitly defined in the CDCC calculation. 
The continuum was modelled using 10 discretised bins from 0-20 MeV for each core­
valence relative angular momentum up to a maximum of I =  4. The lp i/2 bound 
state in 11Be was included, with an excitation energy of 320 keV. A separate set of
a different parity and relative angular momentum configuration to the 2si/2 ground 
state. So in total there is a 80+2 coupled channels calculation to perform, with the 
multipole expansion of the coupling potential truncated to order 3.
The adiabatic approximation could be made within the code FRESCO by setting all
(C D C C y 0 -C ^ M )/C ^ M  =
C D C C ( V v T = 0 ) c r m
C R M (4.4)
and continuum excitations of the 10Be+n binary system to all orders. The breakup
bins above the lp i/2 bound state was also constructed, as the lp i/2 bound state has
the bin energies equal to the ground state energy of the projectile. This was used 
to test the convergence of the CDCC method to the adiabatic calculation, in which 
the coupling to the continuum was included implicitly to all orders. The parameters 
chosen were sufficient to obtain a reasonable convergence on the exact result for the 
purpose of comparing the CDCC to the corrected adiabatic calculation.
C om parison o f cross sections
The fractional difference between the CDCC and adiabatic calculations is shown 
in the bottom of figure 4.8, by the dot-dashed line. Comparing this to the solid 
line shows that the adiabatic approximation, corrected to first order, gives a good 
representation of the CDCC cross section. The fractional difference between the 
CDCC and adiabatic calculations is not well reproduced by the first order corrections 
at the largest scattering angle (40°). The first order corrections, continue to increase 
in magnitude as the scattering angle increases, while the difference between the 
CDCC and adiabatic decreases. This is probably due to the CDCC calculation not 
being fully convergent on the exact solution, as at these higher momentum transfers, 
the coupling to the continuum becomes more important and therefore more bins are 
required to model the continuum space. The corrections are so small that the level 
of convergence required to see this is not computationally practical.
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4.1.6 Dependence on core absorption
So far we have looked at the non-adiabatic corrections for n Be+12C elastic scatter­
ing for a range of energies, but using the core-target potential which was obtained 
at 59.4 MeV per nucleon. This has large absorption in the region where the non- 
adiabatic corrections were largest. To see the effect of this core absorption, the 
imaginary depth of the core-target potential was reduced from 65 to 20 MeV. The 
effect of this on the eikonal 5-matrix is shown in figure 4.11, where we see that the 
10Be core appears slightly transparent and the corrections to the adiabatic approx­
imation are in a region where the 5-matrix is non-zero.
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F igure 4.11: Corrections to the eikonal 5-matrix for n Be +  12C at 10MeV per nucleon, with 
no Coulomb potential. The imaginary depth of the core-target potential has been reduced to 
20 MeV. The top graph shows the eikonal 5-matrix (solid line) and the 5-matrix when the first 
order non-adiabatic corrections are included (dotted line). The real and imaginary components 
are labelled on the graph. The lower graph shows the correction term, %, plotted on the same 
impact parameter scale, with the solid and dashed lines corresponding to the real and imaginary 
parts respectively.
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The fractional correction to the adiabatic approximation, using this smaller imagi­
nary potential for the core is shown in figure 4.12. The effect on the adiabatic cross 
section is shown in the top figure, where we see that the cross section is larger for 
larger scattering angles as these correspond to small impact parameters where the 
core is less absorbing. The exact first order correction, when viewed as a fractional 
change to the adiabatic cross section, was reproduced well by the eikonal calcula­
tion for the 65 MeV potential (fig. 4.8). When the imaginary potential is reduced 
to 20 MeV, the exact first order correction (dashed line, fig. 4.12 (bottom)) changes 
dramatically, with the corrections being much larger. But this is not reproduced 
well by the eikonal calculation (dot-dashed line).
The eikonal calculations of the first order corrections reproduced the exact correc­
tions well, when there was large core absorption, because only impact parameters 
for grazing collisions, where the nuclei only just overlap, contributed to the elastic 
cross section. These corresponded to small scattering angles, where the eikonal ap­
proximation is valid. In calculating the corrections in the eikonal model, not only 
were eikonal wavefunctions used as an approximation to the distorted waves, but 
the small angle approximation, K  • K* = 1, was assumed. From figure 4.12 we can 
see that for small angles (less than 10°) the eikonal calculations, are reasonable, but 
for larger scattering angles the agreement is poor.
The eikonal calculations were in reasonable agreement in the larger core absorption 
case, because these large scattering angles played a less significant role in the elastic 
scattering cross section. The corrections are still small with this weaker imaginary 
potential, as the core only appears slightly transparent, keeping the first order cor­
rections small, but the potential is transparent enough to make the eikonal model 
give a poor description of the first order corrections for large scattering angles.
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Figure 4.12: Differential cross sections for 11Be +  12C at 10MeV per nucleon for varying imag­
inary potential depths. The top figure shows the adiabatic cross section in the core recoil model 
for an imaginary potential depth of 65MeV (solid line) and 20MeV (dashed line). Below is the 
fractional correction to the adiabatic cross section. The solid line is the exact first order correction 
(as a fraction to the core recoil model cross section) for the 65 MeV potential. The dashed line 
is the exacVcorrection for the 20 MeV potential. The dot-dashed line is the eikonal first order 
non-adiabatic correction as a fractional correction to the eikonal cross section for the 20 MeV po­
tential. The dotted line is the fractional difference between the CDCC and the core recoil model 
calculations. See table 4.1 for legend abbreviations.
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4.2 6He +  12C elastic scattering
In the previous section, the n Be+12C system was studied because it was a reasonable 
approximation to use the core recoil model as the ratio of the valence to core masses 
\is y q . This small ratio also meant that the corrections in this model were small 
due to the mass ratio in the formula (eq. 3.49,3.104). The large core absorption 
also played an important role in accuracy of the adiabatic approximation for elastic 
scattering. To examine the role of the mass ratio and core absorption, the core recoil 
model was applied to 6He +  12C elastic scattering.
The 6He nucleus has a two-neutron halo with an alpha core, so the ratio of valence 
to core masses is | .  This means that the corrections to the adiabatic approxima­
tion arising from recoil of the core, will play a more significant role in the overall 
corrections when the corrections due to excitations of the projectile through valence 
particle recoil are included. In addition, the a core is light and will appear slightly 
transparent to the 12C target, so corrections at small impact parameters will con­
tribute. Elastic scattering cross sections are available over a wide range of energies 
for a  +  12C, so a more realistic energy dependence can be examined..
6He wavefunction, potential parameters and CDCC model space
A two-body di-neutron model was assumed for the ground state wavefunction of 6He, 
with a binding energy of 0.975 MeV. The di-neutron is assumed to be in a 2s single 
particle state. The a — 2n potential was assumed to have a Woods-Saxon form with 
parameters [34]: Vo=172 MeV, R q=0.8 fm, a=0.3fm. Corrections were calculated at
Tab le 4.2: Woods-Saxon potential parameters for o:+12C
£U=10M eV/A Real Vo = 37.16 MeV R q = 1.846 fm a = 0.452 fm
Ea=A0 MeV Imag Wo = 13.27 MeV R q = 1.846 fm a =  0.452 fm
Eiab—^^ MeV/ A Real Vo = 114 MeV R q = 1.22 fm a =  0.8 fm
E'a=100 MeV Imag Wo = 13.8 MeV R q = 1.91 fm a =  0.5 fm
S;a;,=41.6 MeV/A Real Vo = 100.9 MeV R q = 1.21 fm a = 0.76 fm
Eo=166.4 MeV Imag Wo = 14.7 MeV R q = 1.86 fm a =  0.48 fm
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three energies using an a + 12C potential obtained from elastic scattering data at the 
relevant energy (table 4.2) [35]. The continuum for breakup of a  — 2n was modelled 
using 10 bins from 0-20 MeV for I =  0,1 and 15 bins from 0-30 MeV for £ = 2 ,3 ,4. 
The multipole expansion of the coupling potentials was truncated to order 4.
Non-adiabatic corrections to the eikonal 5-matrix
The first order correction term, %, at 41.6 MeV per nucleon is shown in figure 4.13, 
along with the effect on the eikonal S-matrix. The corrections have a magnitude of 
around 30% at this energy, but we see that the S-matrix is slightly transparent at 
small impact parameters, so the S-matrix is affected even for the smallest impact 
parameters. The correction term at 10 MeV per nucleon reaches a maximum value of
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Figure 4.13: Corrections to the eikonal S-matrix for 6He +  12C at 41.6MeV per nucleon. The 
top graph shows the eikonal nuclear S-matrix (solid line) and the S-matrix when the first order 
non-adiabatic corrections are included (dotted line). The real and imaginary components are 
labelled on the graph. The lower graph shows the correction term, %, plotted on the same impact 
parameter scale, with the solid and dashed lines corresponding to the real and imaginary parts 
respectively.
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Figure 4.14: Corrections to the eikonal S-matrix for 6He +  12C at 10MeV per nucleon. The 
lines have the same meaning as figure 4.13.
80%, correcting the 5-matrix considerably (fig. 4.14). The overlap of the corrections 
with the 5-matrix is best seen by Xexact in figure 4.15. The peak in the size of 
the corrections is still around the impact parameters which correspond to grazing 
collisions, as in the 11Be case (fig. 4.10), but the corrections are not zero for the 
small impact parameters as the 5-matrix is not zero at these values.
C orrections to  th e  cross section
At 41.6MeV/A (fig. 4.16), where the eikonal approximation is reasonable (the 
eikonal approximation to the core recoil model is not plotted as is agrees well with 
the exact core recoil model), the corrections to the adiabatic approximation are of 
the order of 10% and the exact first order non-adiabatic corrections are reproduced 
well using the eikonal approximation. In comparison to the difference between the 
CDCC model calculations with Vvt = 0 and the core recoil model, the eikonal ap­
proximation to the corrections does equally well as the exact evaluation of the first 
order non-adiabatic corrections, when viewed as a fraction correction to the core
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Figure 4.15: Exact and eikonal correction terms for 6He + 12C at 25 MeV per nucleon. The lines 
and symbols have the same meaning as figure 4.10
recoil model.
When the energy is reduced to 25 MeV/A the eikonal cross section starts to become 
visibly different to the core recoil model cross section (fig. 4.17). At this energy the 
eikonal evaluation of the corrections breaks down at large scattering angles. The 
first order corrections reduce the cross section below 20°, but for scattering angles 
above 20° the cross section is increased. The eikonal model fails to get the change 
in sign of the corrections anywhere near this, changing in sign at close to 30°. This 
can be seen in more detail in figure 4.15, where the corrections in the eikonal model 
do not reproduce the exact first order corrections very well at the small impact 
parameters /  partial waves.
When the energy is reduced to 10 MeV per nucleon the eikonal model is even less 
valid for assessing the corrections (fig. 4.18). For large scattering angles, the exact 
first order corrections reproduce the difference between the CDCC and adiabatic 
calculations well, predicting an increase in the cross section. The eikonal model 
fails to reproduce this, decreasing the cross section for all angles when adding the 
correction.
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Figure 4.16: Differential cross section for 6He +  12C at 41.6MeV per nucleon. In the top graph 
the solid line represents the core recoil model calculation while the dashed line includes first order 
non-adiabatic corrections. The bottom figure shows the fractional correction to the adiabatic 
approximation (solid) and the eikonal approximation to the correction (dashed). The dot-dashed 
line represents the difference between the CDCC (with Vvt  — 0) and core recoil model calculations, 
as a fraction to the core recoil model. See table 4.1 for legend abbreviations.
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6He + 12C @ 25MeV/A
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Figure 4.17: Differential cross section for 6He +  12C at 25 MeV per nucleon. The black lines 
represent the core recoil model calculations while the grey lines represents the eikonal approxima­
tion to the core recoil model. In the top graph the solid line represents the adiabatic calculation 
while the dashed line includes first order non-adiabatic corrections. The bottom figure shows the 
fractional correction to the adiabatic approximation in the exact (solid) and eikonal (dashed) cal­
culations. The dot-dashed line represents the difference between the CDCC (with Vvt  =  0) and 
core recoil model calculations, as a fraction to the core recoil model. See table 4.1 for legend 
abbreviations.
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6He + 12C @ 10MeV/A
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F igure 4.18: Differential cross section for 6He +  12C at XOMeV per nucleon. The black lines 
represent the core recoil model calculations while the grey lines represents the eikonal approxima­
tion to the core recoil model. In the top graph the solid line represents the adiabatic calculation 
while the dashed line includes first order non-adiabatic corrections. The bottom figure shows the 
fractional correction to the adiabatic approximation in the exact (solid) and eikonal (dashed) cal­
culations. The dot-dashed line represents the difference between the CDCC (with Vvt  =  0) and 
core recoil model calculations, as a fraction to the core recoil model. See table 4.1 for legend 
abbreviations.
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Chapter 5
First order corrections including 
valence-target interaction
In the previous chapters, the formalism for calculating the first order corrections to 
the adiabatic approximation in the core recoil model was presented, and a quanti­
tative evaluation discussed. In this adiabatic model, the valence-target interaction 
was switched off and the scattering was assumed to be entirely due to the core-target 
interaction. In appendix I, the valence-target interaction is included to first order 
in the core recoil model. It is shown in this appendix that first order treatment 
of the valence-target interaction gives a poor description of the cross section, even 
though the effect of neglecting the valence potential is relatively small, it cannot be 
included perturbatively.
However, in core recoil model, corrections to the adiabatic approximation will only 
arise due to projectile excitation through core recoil. In this chapter we shall start 
with both core and valence-target interactions included, and develop a formalism 
for the non-adiabatic corrections where excitations of the projectile through both 
core and valence recoil are possible.
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5.1 Non-adiabatic corrections within Glauber model
The formalism for the non-adiabatic corrections, when both core and valence-target 
interactions are included, is derived in the Glauber model which uses eikonal dis­
torted waves as an approximation to the adiabatic wavefunctions. We start with 
the first order correction to the elastic T-matrix (eq. 3.17), which assumes that the 
projectile is in a s-wave ground state. The eikonal approximation to the adiabatic 
wavefunction, ,0 ^ (+), is written as
(5.1)
K  
K
x i A R , r ) = - ^ r  J dzi VcA b +  z iK  -  ar), (5.2)
r
Xvt(Ri r ) = - ÿ j j r  J  dzi VvT(b +  z iK  -  /? r ) ,  (5.3)
 }
Xcoui(R) =  J dziVcoui(b + Z iK ), (5.4)
where the Coulomb field is assumed to be monopole, acting on the centre of mass of 
the projectile. The inclusion of Coulomb breakup in the calculation of non-adiabatic
corrections is dealt with in Appendix J. The corresponding eikonal distorted waves
for '0^/(_) are,
(V-K-"' |-R,r) = e->K' Rei(-xcT+x;T+xdcJ ! (5.5)
X cr(R ,r) = -■ ^ -J d z '1 VcT(b' + z [ K '- a r ) ,  (5.6)
Z 1
XvAR , r ) =  ]dz[ VvT{b' +  z[K ' -  pr), (5.7)
z 1
Xcoui(R ) = ]àz[ Vcoui{b' +  z^K '). (5.8)
z 1
The differentials with respect to r  of the scattering wavefunctions in equation 3.17, 
is thus,
Vr< (+,( f l ,r )  =  eiKRe^ir+ xtT+ xi^)iV T(x +T + X+T), (5.9)
Vr ( < , (- )(« ,y ) ) ‘ =  e-iK'-Rei^ T+x;r+xdm,)iVr(xdT + x;T), (5.10)
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The differentials with respect to r  can be substituted by recognising that the deriva­
tive with respect to the core-valence co-ordinate is equivalent to the derivative with 
respect to the projectile-target co-ordinate multiplied by their relevant a and ft 
factors:
^r{XcT +  xtr) — -<xVRX+CT ~ /ÆVrXvT: 
^ r ( X c T  +  X v t )  — ~ ° ^ R X C T  ~  P ^ R X v T -
(5.11)
(5.12)
Thus, inserting these quantities back into equation 3.17, we see that we can combine 
the phase shift functions in the ingoing and outgoing distorted waves:
xtr +  XiT XiT, i = v ,C ,
Xcoul +  Xcoul =  XCoul(b) =  Xp(b) +  Xa-
(5.13)
(5.14)
Therefore, we can write the correction to the elastic T-matrix in the Glauber model 
as
h2
AT0o = elx- JdR eiQ R(<f>01 jixcr+xvr+xp) A (5.15)
where
A =  {aVRXcT + P ^r Xvt ) ' (^V rX ct +  IVfiXyr)- (5.16)
The integral over R  in equation 5.15 can be simplified using the eikonal assumptions 
of section 2.3, where the only part that has a z dependence is A, so that
h2
AXbo —
2/lyC
e*" Jib é Q b{<j>a | e'ixcT+XvT+Xe) ( J dz A  \ | (5.17)
The derivatives with respect to R  in equation 5.16 are 
K
VrXct — 
Viexcr =
VrX^ t =
Vr Xvt = ~
2Eo
K ’
2Ë~o
K
2Eo
K ’
V ct(R  ~ a r )K  +  J ^ z i  ^bVcTip T z \K  — ar*) 
—Vc t (R  ~  OLr)Kt +  / d 4  ^b 'h c'T (^  +  z^K' — ar*)
z '
z
lzyT (77 — f ir )K  +  J d z \ Vvt  (5 +  z \K  — f3r)
-V vT{R -  P r)K ' +  Jdz'2 VvVvT(V + z'2K ' -  f3r)
(5.18)
(5.19)
(5.20)
(5.21)
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Performing the dot product in equation 5.16, assuming if-.RT' =  1 which is consistent 
with the small angle assumption of the eikonal approximation, we have
S.
where
/ K  \ 2
A =  — \2E~) fa2 d" /52A K t +  (xP(AVvct +  AVcvt)]) (5.22)
/W ct — {Vct{R  ~  ar))2 (5.23)
— J d z i  VbVcT{b +  Z i K  -  ar) • J d z 2 VbVcT(b +  z 2 K  — ar),
— oo Z
AKt  =  (VvT( R - /3 r ) ) 2 (5.24)
Z  oo
— J  d z i  VbVvT(b + Z \ K  — (3r) • J d z 2 ^ bVVT{b +  z 2 K  — /3r),
—oo Z
AVcvt = Vct{R  — ar)VvT{R — fir) (5.25)
Z  oo
— J  d z i  ^ bVcT{b +  z \K  — ar) • J d z 2 ^ W r(^  T ^2^  — ydT*),
— 00 z
AVvct = Vvt {R  — Pr)VcT{R — ar) (5.26)
Z 00
— J d z \  ^ b V VT { b  +  Z \ K  — ( 3 r ) • J d z 2 ^ h V c x i b  +  z 2 K  — ar).
— 00 z
Converting to a scattering amplitude, performing the (p integral (as in equation 2.52) 
and collecting the constants with Â, the first order correction to the adiabatic elastic 
scattering amplitude is
A /oo =  iKe** Jb db J0(Qb) (</0 1 e '^ + ^ - W A  | (5.27)
0
where
2 TS ^n i p  r r iT  KA =  f  dz a2A V ct + P2AVvt d-a(3(AVvcT + AVcvt)mvmc (mp +  mT) 8Fq J L
(5.28)
The AVer term in A arises from non-adiabatic corrections due to core recoil, as in 
the core recoil model discussed earlier, AVvt  comes from excitations of the projectile 
through valence particle recoil and (A V vc t  + A V c v t ) are the cross terms. Note the 
a and (3 factors for each of the corrections terms combine with the first of the mass 
ratios to give similar mass ratios to those in the core recoil model:
m l  a 2 = m . ) j r ^ /32= m c t _ E L a/3 =  _ L (5.29)
m vm c me mvm c mv m vm c
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The o? in the core term gives the same mass ratio as in the core recoil model. The 
second mass ratio, in equation 5.29, is for the valence term, and is just the ratio 
in the core recoil model inverted, as expected if the core potential was switched off 
and the valence potential induced the scattering. The cross term gives a mass ratio 
which is always equal to -1, and therefore opposite in sign to the core and valence 
terms.
Adding the correction to the elastic scattering amplitude in the Glauber model, 
then adding and subtracting the point Coulomb scattering amplitude (as outlined 
in section 2.3.1), gives
/oo =  f vt +  Jb db MQb) e'Xpt(tpa 11 -  +  iA) | ÿ0). (5.30)
0
5.1.1 Analytical evaluation of A using Gaussian potentials
By assuming a Gaussian form for the core and valence interactions with the target, 
the integral over z in A (eq. 5.28) can be performed analytically. The central 
Gaussian potentials are defined as
W # )  =  %  (5.31)
_ R2
W # )  =  %,Te (5.32)
where and K°t are the depths for the core and valence potentials, which can 
be complex. Using cylindrical co-ordinates, the projectile-target and core-valence 
vectors are written,
R  = b + zK , (5.33)
r  = r b + r3K .  (5.34)
As the potential is in a Gaussian form the dependence on b and z can be separated,
allowing the integrals over z to be evaluated, as the b dependence can be pulled out 
of the integration. The four corrections terms in equation 5.28, using a Gaussian 
form for the potentials, are (see Appendix K for derivation)
j d z  A V er =  {vStY ^ R cJ Ï  ~  f î )  ’ (5.35)
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j d z  AVvT =  (y S r )2 ( l  -  (5.36)
J d z  (a Vvct + VCvt ) =  2VSTV°T e 2 (5-37)
-oo y-^c +  Rv
X
V
1 +  f ^  7dz e " ^ 7 ^ e r f c  (z) -
5.1.2 Evaluation of A using more realistic potentials
A Woods-Saxon potential is often used to describe the interaction between two 
nuclei. The Woods-Saxon potential parameters are usually obtained from elastic 
scattering data where the parameters are fitted to the experimental data. A Woods- 
Saxon potential can be approximated to a good degree of accuracy using a sum of 
Gaussian potentials [36]. The fitting routine uses a basis set of radii, and calculates 
the required amplitudes of the depths of each of the Gaussian potentials needed to 
fit the specified Woods-Saxon potential. The potentials are defined as
Vct — Vcti Vqt ~  1 e r e ~Rci 3 (5.38)
Z=1
Vvt = X X r ,  ViT = y ^ e " 15^ ,  (5.39)
2 = 1
where V§lT and are complex, and n is the number of Gaussian potentials used 
to fit the required potential. The parameters Rci and Ryi are the Gaussian ranges 
for the ith core and valence potential respectively. The maximum and minimum 
Gaussian range parameters are chosen and the range parameter for the ith Gaussian 
potential is defined via the recursion relation
=  e(inan-inai)/(»-i)^_^
where Rn and Ri are the maximum and minimum range parameters. The real and 
imaginary range parameters of the potential must be the same, but can be different 
for the core and valence potentials. The maximum and minimum range parameters 
can be adjusted to improve the quality of the fit to the particular potential.
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The core correction term can be written as the sum of the correction terms for each 
of the potentials in the Gaussian expansion:
=  Z Ê  / d z A % .  (5.41)
i=ij=i
The core correction term for potentials i and j  in the Gaussian expansion is 
J d z  AVÿT =  J d z  Vjr (6 +  z K  -  ar) VgT(6 + z K  -  ar) (5.42)
-  Jdz Jdzi VbVQT{b + Z iK  -  ar) • Jdz2 'Vi,v£T(b + z2K  -  ar).
— oo Z
The first term in equation 5.42 can be evaluated using a change of variable to the 
core-target vector, as in the single Gaussian case (eq. K.4):
J  dz Vcrib + z K -  ar) V ^ ib  + z K  -  ar) =  J
oo -(b^ +zr2) - ( y + y )
dzr e Ra e
. r —2(br +zr )
=  VSt VS’t  / d z c e V
-b
= V& V& e'*? RaJ ^ ,  (5.43)
where
Ra ~  n f + h '  (5’44)
The same change of variable can be made for the second part of equation 5.42, so 
that
j d z A V ÿ r  =  V& V&  (* ~ f i )  • (5-45)
If both of the radii are the same, then we have
Rci = Rcj — R c, (5.46)
and
R a =  (5.47)
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Thus, defining a radius 7£Cÿ, where
VÏRciRci
, 5 ' i 8 )
we can write the core correction term as a sum of the Gaussian correction terms:
2
4&C
Râ
+ 253 T  Vct Vct 'R a jS t. f l  -  :?Hr') • (5-49)
z=l j=i+l V ^ X '^cij J
The same formula can be used for the valence term, exchanging C for v in the 
formula. The cross terms are calculated in the same manner as for a single Gaussian 
potential. There will be a cross term for each core potential with each of the valence 
potential. In total, therefore, there will be n2 cross terms.
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Chapter 6
Q uantitative evaluation of 
non-adiabatic corrections in the  
three-body Glauber m odel
In the previous chapter, the formalism for calculating the non-adiabatic corrections, 
when both the core and valence-target interactions are included, was developed using 
the Glauber model. The Glauber model extends the eikonal approximation to few- 
body systems by making the adiabatic approximation. The correction terms were 
evaluated analytically using a Gaussian form for the cluster-target interactions. In 
this chapter we shall give a quantitative evaluation of the non-adiabatic corrections 
using Gaussian potentials. We will use a single Gaussian potential in the first section 
then, in the next section, a sum of Gaussian potentials to build up more realistic 
interactions.
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6.1 Single Gaussian potential approximation to 
the cluster-target interactions
Single Gaussian fit to Woods-Saxon potential
In chapter 4, the core-tar get interaction was assumed to have a Woods-Saxon form. 
To evaluate the corrections using a single Gaussian potential, a physically reasonable 
potential has to be chosen, so that a similar cross sections to that found using the 
Woods-Saxon potential can be obtained. This is done by matching the magnitude 
of the Gaussian potential to the Woods-Saxon potential at the strong absorption 
radius, as it is the interaction at the strong absorption radius which contributes 
the most to the elastic cross section [37]. The strong absorption radius is taken 
as the distance of closest approach, at which the corresponding impact parameter
11Be + 12C @ 49.3 MeV/A
Core
-100 >
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- 2 0 0  "fc
valence—  Woods-Saxon 
- -  Gaussian -20 SP-110
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F igure 6.1: Single Gaussian fit to Woods-Saxon potential for 11B e+ 12C at 49.3MeV per nucleon. 
The ratio to Rutherford cross section is shown on the left with the Woods-Saxon cross section 
represented by the solid line and the single Gaussian cross section by the dashed line. Top right is 
the core-target Woods-Saxon (solid) and Gaussian (dashed) potentials. The black lines represent 
the real part of the potential while the grey lines the imaginary part. Bottom right is the valence- 
target potentials where the lines have the same meaning as above.
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gives a value of one half for the real part of the eikonal 5-matrix. The core and 
valence-target Woods-Saxon potentials are the same as those of chapter 4. The 
impact parameters for the core and valence clusters which give the real part of the 
eikonal 5-matrix as one half are 5.5 fm and 3.3 fm respectively. This corresponds to 
a distance of closest approach of
dcore —  5.6 fm j
v^alence =  3.5 fm.
These values are used for the strong absorption radii for the core and valence clusters. 
The Gaussian parameters are chosen so that the value of the potential at R  = d 
are equal to the Woods-Saxon value at these radii. The slope of the potential at 
the strong absorption radii is chosen so as to give a good fit for the surface of the 
potential as this is the important region for elastic scattering due to the
large core absorption. The same radius parameter is used for the real and imaginary 
parts of the Gaussian potential, to simplify the equations. The Gaussian potential 
parameters chosen to fit the Woods-Saxon potentials are
Real VSr=  220 MeV
1056 +  120 Imag 136 MeV ^  =  3'° lfm
Real V®T = 55 MeV
n +  12C T Trrn Rv = 2.68 fm
where
Vct =  
W^t = 
VSr
Imag WSt =  16 MeV
ViT(R) (%T +  i W?T) R.z i = C,v.
The cross section obtained from the single Gaussian potential is compared to that 
obtained by the Woods-Saxon potential in the left of figure 6.1. This shows a good 
fit for elastic scattering can be obtained if the potentials are similar for surface 
collisions. The potentials are compared in the right of figure 6.1, showing a good 
fit for large R, but the Gaussian potentials are much deeper for small R. The 
large core absorption means that the difference in the potentials for small radii, 
where the nuclei strongly overlap, does not effect the observable elastic cross section 
significantly.
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Non-adiabatic corrections using single Gaussian interactions
The first order corrections to the adiabatic approximation obtained using the single 
Gaussian potential are shown for n Be+12C at 49.3 MeV/A (left) and 10 MeV/A 
(right) (fig. 6.2). In figure 6.3 the correction term, A, is broken down into its four 
terms, and the effect on the cross section for each term on its own, is shown at 
10 MeV/A. The core correction term (dotted line) is calculated by only including 
AVer in equation 5.28. This is similar to the corrections calculated in the core 
recoil model, where non-adiabatic corrections can only arise from excitations of 
the projectile through core recoil. The difference is that the cross section now
11Be + 12C
49.3 MeV/A 10 MeV/A
.010
  GL
—  GL + A
i10
20
Figure 6.2: Non-adiabatic corrections for 11B e+ 12C elastic scattering at 49.3 MeV/A (left) & 
10MeV/A (right), using a Gaussian potential to describe the core and valence-target interactions. 
The cross sections are plotted as a ratio to the Rutherford cross section against the scattering angle 
in the centre of mass frame. The solid line is the three-body calculation in the Glauber model, 
while the dashed line includes the first order non-adiabatic corrections. See table 4.1 for legend 
abbreviations.
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11Be + 12C @ 10 MeV/A
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Figure 6.3: Non-adiabatic corrections for 11B e+12C elastic scattering at 10 MeV per nucleon. 
The corrections are broken down into the four terms involved in A. The thick solid line is the 
three-body Glauber calculation. The thin solid line includes all the terms in the first order non- 
adiabatic corrections. The dotted line has only the core correction term, AV c t - The dashed line 
includes only the valence correction term, AVvt - The dot-dashed line includes only the cross terms, 
AVcvT +  AVvc t - See table 4.1 for legend abbreviations.
includes the valence potential. This is similar to the attempts to include the valence 
potential to first order in the core recoil model, as in appendix I, but here the 
valence potential is included to all orders. The valence correction (dashed line) 
only includes A V vt  in equation 5.28. This is the contribution to the non-adiabatic 
corrections from excitations of the projectile through recoil of the valence particle. 
The cross terms (dot-dashed line), which are the correction terms involving both 
potentials, A V c vt  + A V vc t , are added together in figure 6.3. The cross terms arise 
because excitations of the projectile in elastic scattering is at least a two-step process, 
therefore the projectile can be excited via one of the constituent-target interactions 
and de-excited via the other. We can see that the valence term dominates the
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corrections. This is due to the a  and (3 terms in equation 5.28. The core term is 
multiplied by a 2, where for 11Be, a  =  1/11, and the valence term is multiplied by (32, 
where (3 =  10/11. This means that from the a  and (3 factors, the valence term is 100 
times larger than the core term, but the valence potential is much smaller than the 
core-target potential. The integral over % of the potential squared is approximately 
V q R q, s o  overall, the valence correction term is approximately 5 times that of the 
core term. This agrees with the breakdown of the corrections in figure 6.3.
6.2 Non-adiabatic corrections using a sum of 
Gaussian potentials
Using a sum of Gaussian potentials to approximate a Woods-Saxon potential, as 
outlined in section 5.1.2, corrections using the Woods-Saxon potentials from [21] 
can be calculated.
10Be + 12C n +12C
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Figure 6.4: Sum of 10 Gaussian potentials fitted to Woods-Saxon potentials for 10B e+ 12C (left 
column) and n + 12C (right column). The top row is the real part of the potential while the bottom 
row is the imaginary part. The solid lines represent the potential strength in MeV as a function of R  
in fm. The dotted lines is the absolute error in fitting the Gaussian potentials to the Woods-Saxon 
potentials, multiplied by 100.
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11Be + 12C @  10 MeV/A
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Figure 6.5: Non-adiabatic corrections for 11B e+12C elastic scattering at 10MeV per nucleon, 
using a sum of 10 Gaussian potentials to calculate the corrections. The corrections are broken 
down into the four terms involved in A. The lines have the same meaning as figure 6.3.
The core and valence-target potentials for n Be were fitted using a sum of ten Gaus­
sian potentials. The range parameters of the Gaussian potentials were calculated 
from equation 5.40, with minimum and maximum range parameters of 1.7 -4- 4.5 fm 
for the core and 1.3 —> 4.2 fm for the valence. This sum of potentials produced a fit 
which was within 0.1% of the Woods-Saxon potentials (fig. 6.4).
The cross sections and corrections obtained using the sum of Gaussian potentials is 
shown in figure 6.5. The eikonal 5-matrices are calculated using the Woods-Saxon 
potentials, and the corrections are calculated from the sum of Gaussian potentials. 
The corrections using the sum of Gaussian potentials is of a similar form to that 
of the single Gaussian case, but the corrections using a single Gaussian potential 
underestimate the size of the valence correction terms. This is due to the valence 
potential having less core absorption, where the corrections are largest, so the dif-
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ference between the potentials is more evident. 
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Figure 6.6: Real and imaginary components of the 3-body 5-matrix for n B e+ 12C at 10MeV 
per nucleon. The core-target 2-body 5-matrix, S c t , is in the presence of the Coulomb field, while 
Svt  is the valence-target 2-body nuclear 5-matrix. The expectation value of the product of the 5- 
matrices is taken with respect to the ground state wavefunction of the projectile, 0O, and is plotted 
against the projectile-target impact parameter. The solid line does not include any corrections 
(i.e. A =0), while the dashed line includes the first order non-adiabatic corrections.
In the core recoil model, corrections to the adiabatic approximation could only arise 
through excitations of the projectile through core recoil. When the valence-target 
interaction is included, the first order non-adiabatic corrections are evaluated in the 
Glauber model, which makes the eikonal approximation in addition to the adiabatic 
approximation. In the core recoil model we saw that the eikonal approximation gave 
a good estimate of the fractional correction to the cross section because of the large 
core absorption involved in the core-target potential. Only impact parameters that 
corresponded to grazing collisions of the projectile with the target contributed to 
the elastic cross section. The eikonal approximation reproduced the corrections for 
these impact parameters well.
The non-adiabatic corrections appear as a factor, (1-HA), multiplying the product of
11Be + 12C @ 10 MeV/A
—  3 body S-matrix (A=0)
- - corrected S-matrix Real
Imag
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the two-body ^-matrices for the core and valence clusters. The large core absorption 
in the core S-matrix, means that small impact parameters of the projectile do not 
contribute to the elastic cross section. This can be seen in figure 6.6, where the 
three-body S-matrix is plotted against the projectile-target impact parameter. The 
three-body S-matrix is zero for impact parameters less than 4fm, as in the core recoil 
model (fig 4.5). The first order non-adiabatic corrections in the Glauber model are 
shown to be still relatively small with both potentials present, as the core absorption 
kills off most of the correction term.
Comparison of corrections with CDCC and adiabatic calculations
As the corrections were not calculated exactly for the case when both potentials 
were included, the corrections in the Glauber model were compared to CDCC and 
adiabatic calculations (fig. 6.7). The adiabatic calculation is performed using the 
code ADIA [38], which utilises the method of [39] to solve the adiabatic Schrôdinger 
equation (eq. 2.21). The results of a folding model calculation, in which the breakup 
and coupling to the continuum is neglected, is plotted as a reference. This is calcu­
lated in a two-body model, where the projectile-target potential, Vpt, is found by 
folding the core and valence potentials over the wavefunction, as in equation 4.1. 
The two-body cross section is calculated exactly using a partial wave sum for the 
black dotted line where the quantum mechanical calculations are compared, and 
using the eikonal approximation for the grey dotted line which correspond to the 
Glauber calculations.
This comparison shows that the adiabatic approximation gives a good estimate of 
the exact cross section at 10 MeV per nucleon, even when the valence potential is 
included. Comparing the effect of the first order non-adiabatic corrections in the 
Glauber model to the difference between the adiabatic and CDCC calculations, we 
see that the corrections do not reproduce the quantum mechanical calculations very 
well. The first order corrections in the Glauber model reduce the cross section for 
most of the angular range, with the reduction in the cross section becoming larger as 
the scattering angle increases, while the CDCC versus adiabatic calculations show a 
slight angular shift in the cross section.
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Figure 6.7: Angular distributions of cross sections for n B e+ 12C at 10MeV per nucleon. The 
solid lines represents adiabatic calculations, with the black line being the full quantum mechanical 
adiabatic calculation and the grey line the Glauber model which makes the adiabatic and eikonal 
approximations. The black dashed line represents the CDCC calculation while the grey dashed line 
includes first order corrections to the adiabatic approximation in the Glauber model. The dotted 
lines represent the no breakup limit (folding model). The cross sections in the Glauber model, 
with and without corrections, are multiplied by 10. See table 4.1 for legend abbreviations.
This difference between the eikonal and exact calculations of the non-adiabatic cor­
rections was seen in figure 4.18. Here, the eikonal first order non-adiabatic cor­
rections for 6He at 10 MeV per nucleon were shown to reduce the cross section for 
all angles, but produce an angular shift in the exact evaluation. This was due to 
the eikonal approximation not reproducing the corrections well for small impact 
parameters, and the small core absorption of the a  particle allowing these impact 
parameters to contribute to the cross section. The same effect is being seen here in
the n Be case when the valence-target interaction is included, as the n-12C potential 
has a small imaginary potential. The corrections are dominated by valence term, 
/SVvT (fig. 6.5), due to the j32 factor in equation 5.28, so the failings of the eikonal 
approximation in evaluating the non-adiabatic corrections occur even when the large 
core absorption kills off most of the corrections.
Figure 6.6 shows that the large core absorption in the core-target potential, kills 
off the non-adiabatic corrections for small projectile impact parameters, and thus 
only large projectile impact parameters contribute to the cross section, therefore the 
eikonal approximation is thought to be accurate from the analysis in the core recoil 
model (ch. 4). From the comparison of the non-adiabatic corrections in the Glauber 
model with the CDCC versus adiabatic calculations (fig. 6.7), we see that this is not 
the case.
Figure 6.8: A semi-classical picture of impact parameters for the core (6C) and valence (bv) 
clusters for grazing collisions of the projectile, P , moving along straight line path in the direction 
of K ,  incident on the target, T.
This can be explained by looking at figure 6.8, which reproduces the semi-classical 
picture of the composite projectile in figure 2.2, where the S-matrix for each cluster 
is evaluated at its own impact parameter. From the core recoil model we know that 
the core-target interaction dominates the cross section, and in this diagram it is 
shown to just overlap with the target along this path, so this is the most important 
region for elastic scattering of the composite projectile. The S-matrix for valence
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Figure 6.9: Angular distributions of cross sections for 6H e+12C at 10MeV per nucleon. The 
lines have the same meaning as figure 6.7. See table 4.1 for legend abbreviations.
particle is evaluated at its own impact parameter, bv, which, due to the spatially 
extended halo, can have a small impact parameter. The eikonal approximation does 
not reproduce the corrections well for these small impact parameters, and as the 
valence-target interaction has a small imaginary potential, these impact parameters 
of the valence particle contribute to the cross section. Therefore, even if the core 
absorption is large, the non-adiabatic corrections are not reproduced well in the 
Glauber model when both interactions present, unless the valence particle has a 
large imaginary potential.
The same effect can be seen in the 6He case when the valence-target interaction is 
included (fig. 6.9). The valence particle here is a di-neutron, so the valence-target 
potential is taken as twice the neutron-target potential [35]:
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Figure 6.10: Non-adiabatic corrections for 6H e+12C elastic scattering at 10MeV per nucleon, 
using a sum of 10 Gaussian potentials to calculate the corrections with range parameters from 
l-+4fm. The corrections are broken down into the four terms involved in A. The lines have the 
same meaning as figure 6.3. See table 4.1 for legend abbreviations.
Real Vo =  46.5 MeV R q =  1.4 fm a = 0.4 fm
n +  12C
Imag Wp = 6.5 MeV R d = 1.05 fm dp = 0.4 fm
The imaginary potential is a Woods-Saxon derivative (surface-peaked). A break­
down of the correction into the different terms is shown in figure 6.10. This shows 
the dependence of the different terms on the ratio of core to valence masses. For 
n Be, where the core-valence ratio was 10:1, the corrections were dominated by the 
valence term, but for 6He, where the ratio is 4:2, the valence term contributes about 
two thirds of the corrections while the core term is now significant, contributing 
about one third to the corrections.
The corrections are only evaluated in a three-body model here, so for 6He, a di­
neutron model had to be assumed. This means that non-adiabatic corrections arise
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when the projectile is excited through di-neutron recoil. In a full four-body calcu­
lation, each valence neutron can recoil causing excitations of the projectile to the 
continuum, so extra terms relating to the n-n degrees of freedom would be present. 
Therefore, this does not give a true representation on the accuracy of the adiabatic 
approximation for three-body projectiles, such as 6He. At present, the adiabatic 
model is the only method for solving the four-body scattering problem [20], as a 
four-body CDCC calculation has not yet been achieved. Therefore, a full assess­
ment of the accuracy of the adiabatic model for the four-body scattering system is 
of importance.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
The range of validity of the adiabatic approximation is not an easy issue to address. 
In the three-body model, adiabatic calculations have been extensively compared to 
CDCC calculation for deuteron scattering. Reviews of deuteron scattering [16] have 
shown that the adiabatic approximation is more accurate for elastic scattering than it 
is for breakup reactions. For deuteron elastic scattering, the adiabatic approximation 
begins to break down around energies of the order of 10 MeV per nucleon.
Attempts to improve on the adiabatic approximation by assuming a quasi-adiabatic 
model, where the breakup energies are assumed degenerate, but not with the ground 
state, have been successful in improving the adiabatic model for breakup reactions; 
However, this method was unsuccessful for elastic scattering. Simple estimates of 
the breakup energies involved during the reaction have been presented [23] in the 
core recoil model where the valence-target interaction was neglected, and a condition 
based on the time scales involved, was derived. This provided a conservative estimate 
of the range of validity of the adiabatic approximation and did not consider processes 
such as the role of absorption, which has been suggested as an important factor in 
the accuracy for elastic scattering [16].
The formulae for the leading order non-adiabatic corrections were presented in [24], 
which used the core recoil model to provide a simple framework for calculating these 
corrections. In this model, corrections to the adiabatic approximation can only arise 
through recoil of the core when interacting with the target. A full derivation of the 
first order non-adiabatic corrections in the core recoil model was given in chapter 3.
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In this derivation, the projectile was assumed to be in a s-wave ground state. This 
assumption was made using two different methods:
(i) In the expansion of the operator {Hvc -\-£q) in section 3.1.1, the projectile wave­
function is assumed to have an s-wave ground state, so that the wavefunction 
is the same in the ingoing and outgoing adiabatic wavefunctions. This allows 
the rank-2 operator acting to the right to be written as two rank-1 operators 
acting in opposite directions, as the rank-1 operators contain the wavefunction 
and therefore must be same in both the outgoing and ingoing waves.
(ii) An alternative formulation is derived in appendix B, in which the expansion 
of (Hvc + £o) is not required and therefore the s-wave assumption is not made. 
It then becomes necessary to restrict the projectile wavefunction to s-waves in 
order to reduce a matrix element to the formfactor, Too- This is required so 
that the projectile wavefunction is invariant under time reversal (appendix C).
This second method provides a possible extension to this s-wave assumption, as 
an average over spin states could be used to provide a solution, but with a more 
complex form and many more terms, this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The matrix element that was obtained for the non-adiabatic correction to the elastic 
T-matrix was in the form of a product of two rank-1 operators, K r , acting on 
ingoing and outgoing distorted waves. Convergence of the matrix element could 
only be obtained if the operators acted on each of the distorted waves, i.e. one of 
the operators acting on the ingoing distorted wave and the other operator on the 
outgoing distorted wave. Section 3.2.1 showed that if both operators acted on the 
outgoing wave then an infinite result was obtained. This was illustrated using the 
eikonal distorted waves, and was used to obtain a convergent result of the matrix 
element when the operators acted in opposite directions.
The eikonal approximation provided a solution to the first order non-adiabatic cor­
rection to the T-matrix, but as the eikonal approximation is valid for forward scat­
tering angles, and thus small momentum transfers, and non-adiabatic corrections 
were expected to appear at large momentum transfers, the validity of the eikonal 
approximation for non-adiabatic corrections had to be checked. The convergent
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result of the matrix element, X(JY", jK7), in the eikonal approximation was only ob­
tained when the K r  operators were applied in opposite directions before taking the 
e 0 limits in the wavefunctions. An alternative form for the matrix element, 
X(üf, K ') ,  is derived in appendix D, in which the e —>• 0 limits are taken before ap­
plying the operators. This was used to confirm the convergent result in the eikonal 
approximation, but also provided a more practical form for calculations as the po­
tential appeared either side of the Green’s operator. In this way, any long range 
oscillatory nature in the distorted waves can be removed. This alternative form for 
the matrix element provided a means for evaluating the non-adiabatic corrections 
exactly using a partial wave expansion (section 3.4), and therefore the validity of 
the eikonal approximation for the non-adiabatic corrections could be assessed.
In chapter 4, an evaluation of the first order non-adiabatic corrections was presented. 
The eikonal approximation to the non-adiabatic corrections provided formulae which 
could help in the understanding of the nature of important factors involved in the 
corrections. The corrections were found to be largest for small impact parameters. 
The eikonal approximation was shown to give an accurate description of the ex­
act non-adiabatic corrections when the core-target potential had a large imaginary 
component, and therefore was strongly absorbing. This meant that only impact 
parameters that corresponded to grazing collisions contributed to elastic scattering 
and therefore any corrections appearing at small impact parameters did not con­
tribute. Therefore, any estimates of the accuracy of the adiabatic approximation 
based on the size of the correction term alone, as in [23] and equation 3.58, would 
be very conservative as the strong absorption kills off most of the correction term.
When the imaginary potential is weakly absorbing, such as the <a+12C potential 
used in 6He scattering, or when the imaginary part of the 10Be potential is reduced 
(as in section 4.1.6), the eikonal approximation is not as accurate in describing 
the non-adiabatic corrections. The smaller imaginary potential means that not all 
the flux from small impact parameters is absorbed, but it is this region that the 
eikonal approximation is not valid, as small impact parameters correspond to large 
scattering angles where the straight line assumptions of the eikonal approximation 
break down. The eikonal approximation does well in describing the non-adiabatic 
corrections when the energy is high enough for it to be valid, e.g. 6He+12C at
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41.6 MeV per nucleon, but here the adiabatic assumption is much more accurate 
than the eikonal assumption, so any non-adiabatic corrections are very small in 
comparison to non-eikonal corrections.
In chapter 5, the formalism for calculating the non-adiabatic corrections was ex­
tended to include the valence-target interaction. In the core recoil model, only 
the core-target interaction was included, and non-adiabatic corrections could only 
arise through projectile excitation by recoil of the core from its scattering by the 
target. Using the Glauber model with the valence-target interaction included, the 
non-adiabatic corrections could be calculated with both core and valence-target in­
teractions present. This meant that non-adiabatic corrections could arise through 
valence particle recoil as well as core recoil. There would also be some cross terms 
involving both clusters.
In chapter 6, calculations of the non-adiabatic corrections in the Glauber model for 
n Be and 6He elastic scattering from 12C was presented. The corrections for the 
6He+12C system in the core recoil model where found to be much larger than in 
the n Be+12C system, due to the strong dependence on the mass ratio ^  ( |  for 
6He compared with ^  for n Be). When the valence-target interaction is included in 
calculating the non-adiabatic corrections, this mass ratio is inverted. Therefore, the 
non-adiabatic corrections due to core recoil, in the 6He case, contribute much more 
(about one third) towards the total corrections when the valence-target interaction 
is included, and the total corrections are not dominated by the valence term. For 
11 Be, the corrections due to core recoil play a very small role and the corrections are 
dominated by valence particle recoil.
As the corrections could not be evaluated exactly when the valence-target interaction 
was included, other means had to be employed. Direct comparisons of the Glauber 
calculation, including non-adiabatic corrections, with CDCC calculations were not 
useful, as the Glauber model makes the eikonal approximation. Therefore, non- 
eikonal corrections are required in addition to non-adiabatic corrections for a useful 
comparison with CDCC calculations, which makes neither of these approximations. 
By comparing CDCC with adiabatic calculations, an effective non-adiabatic correc­
tion could be obtained without making any eikonal approximations; this gave us a 
good estimate of what the exact first order non-adiabatic corrections would be. By
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this indirect comparison, and using the results from comparing eikonal and exact 
non-adiabatic corrections in the core recoil model, the accuracy of the non-adiabatic 
corrections in the Glauber model could be assessed.
Comparisons of CDCC and adiabatic calculations were made for 11 Be and 6He elastic 
scattering from 12C at 10 MeV per nucleon. Both cases showed a slight angular 
shift in the cross section when the adiabatic approximation is made. This was not 
reproduced by the non-adiabatic corrections in the Glauber model, which showed a 
reduction in the magnitude of the cross section for all angles, with a larger correction 
as the angle increases. The difference between eikonal and non-eikonal calculations 
of the effect of the adiabatic approximation was also seen for 6He+12C at 10 MeV/A 
in the core recoil model. The exact non-adiabatic corrections showed an angular 
shift, while the eikonal non-adiabatic corrections showed a reduction in the cross 
section. This was attributed to the weak imaginary potential associated with the 
core-target potential in the core recoil model. The same effect was seen for 6He in 
the Glauber model, when the valence-target interaction was included, as both the 
core and valence-target interactions are described by weak imaginary potentials.
The non-adiabatic corrections for 11Be were reproduced well in the core recoil model 
by the eikonal approximation, but in the Glauber model when the valence-target 
interaction was included, the non-adiabatic corrections did not reproduce the dif­
ference between the CDCC and adiabatic calculations. This was attributed to the 
weak imaginary potential associated with the valence-target interaction, as the cor­
rections for 11 Be were dominated by the valence term. The large core absorption is 
still present in the n Be, but this only killed off the correction term for small impact 
parameters for the core. Small impact parameters for the valence neutron could still 
contribute at large core impact parameters. Thus, the non-adiabatic corrections in 
the Glauber model were not accurate due to the eikonal assumptions made in the 
Glauber model, even when the core absorption was large.
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Sum m ary
First order non-adiabatic corrections for elastic scattering have been calculated for 
the first time, for two-body projectiles in a relative s-wave configuration only. The 
non-adiabatic corrections were calculated within two models:
(i) The core recoil model - non-adiabatic corrections can only arise in this model 
through recoil of the core in its scattering by the target. Non-adiabatic cor­
rections are calculated exactly and in the eikonal approximation:
• The non-adiabatic correction term is largest for small impact parameters.
• Large core absorption kills off most of the correction term for small impact 
parameters, improving the validity of the adiabatic approximation.
• The eikonal approximation to the non-adiabatic corrections, as a fraction 
of the eikonal approximation to the cross section in the core recoil model, 
gives a good agreement with the exact fractional non-adiabatic correction 
when the core absorption is large.
• When the core absorption is weak, the non-adiabatic corrections in the 
eikonal approximation are not accurate for large scattering angles.
(ii) The Glauber model - non-adiabatic corrections with contributions from both 
core and valence recoil can be included in this model:
• The adiabatic approximation has a good agreement with CDCC calcula­
tions at energies much lower than expected due to core absorption.
• The corrections are dominated by the valence recoil term for 11 Be due to 
the small mass ratio For 6He, the valence recoil corrections are 
approximately twice the corrections due to core recoil.
• The Glauber model is not useful for describing the non-adiabatic cor­
rections when the valence-target interaction is included due to the weak 
imaginary potential in the valence-target interaction. Small impact pa­
rameters for the valence particle can contribute, where the eikonal ap­
proximation is not valid, even for large core impact parameters, due to 
the large core-valence separation.
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Future work
The three-body Glauber model does not give a full description of the non-adiabatic 
corrections for 6He scattering, as a simplified di-neutron model was assumed for the 
6He wavefunction. This ignored the n-n degrees of freedom between the valence 
particles in this two neutron halo nucleus. In the three-body model, using a di­
neutron valence particle, projectile excitations occur through di-neutron recoil (as 
well as core recoil). It is possible to do four-body calculations for 6He scattering 
using the adiabatic model, but in a four-body model, excitations of the projectile 
can occur through single neutron recoil, as the n-n degrees of freedom are recognised. 
This means that non-adiabatic corrections would include extra correction terms, as 
there are two internal co-ordinates fixed inside the nucleus for which corrections must 
be calculated. It is not simple to predict how these terms would contribute to the 
overall corrections, but as the valence particles are neutrons, with weak imaginary 
potentials, the correction terms would be significant.
As CDCC calculations are not possible at present for four-body systems, the adia­
batic model provides the only method for such a few-body description and therefore 
the accuracy of the model for such systems is of importance. The Glauber model 
provides a simple framework in which to calculate such corrections, but as it stands 
it does not provide an accurate picture of the non-adiabatic corrections. Before any 
four-body non-adiabatic calculations can be performed, the eikonal assumptions 
have to be improved upon. The Glauber model, with exact continued 5-matrices 
replacing the usual eikonal 5-matrices, provides a simple prescription for improv­
ing the eikonal approximation [22]. It is possible to get good agreement between 
Glauber model calculations, using exact continued 5-matrices, and more complex 
four-body adiabatic calculations. This could provide a good starting point to eval­
uate four-body non-adiabatic corrections. By inverting the exact 5-matrix to gain 
an effective potential, which reproduces the adiabatic cross section, without eikonal 
approximations, non-adiabatic corrections could be calculated using the effective po­
tentials so that non-eikonal and non-adiabatic corrections could be included within 
the Glauber model. Whether the corrected eikonal approximation can provide an 
accurate description of the exact corrections can be investigated in the core recoil
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model, before applying it to four-body systems where no exact calculations have 
been achieved. As well as the use of eikonal distorted waves to calculate such cor­
rections, a small angle assumption has also been applied. Therefore, the accuracy of 
such calculations at large scattering angles, even when non-eikonal corrections are 
included, remains to be investigated.
Unless non-eikonal corrections are included with non-adiabatic corrections, then no 
real comparison with experimental data can be made. When the non-adiabatic cor­
rections are non-negligible, the non-eikonal corrections are much larger and thus any 
calculation with only non-adiabatic corrections is of less accuracy than a calculation 
with only non-eikonal corrections. Thus the non-adiabatic corrections calculated in 
this thesis, can at present only be used as a guide to when the adiabatic approxi­
mation is valid.
At energies where non-adiabatic corrections become of great importance, the imagi­
nary potential for light particles sometimes is described by surface-peaked potentials. 
This was the case for 6He at 10 MeV/A, for the neutron-target potential. For these 
types of potentials, there is no absorption for the small impact parameters, where the 
non-adiabatic correction term is largest. The effect this has on the corrections can­
not be fully understood here, as the valence particle is only included in the Glauber 
model, where the eikonal approximation gives a poor description of the corrections 
for small impact parameters. For 6He at low energies, the a  core is light enough 
so that surface peaked potentials can also be used for describing its scattering by 
the target. This has implications on the size of the overall corrections as now there 
would be no core absorption at all for small impact parameters. To investigate this, 
non-eikonal corrections have to be included, or the exact non-adiabatic corrections 
method extended beyond the core recoil model.
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A ppendix A  
Expansion of (Hvç  + sq)
The operator, {Hvc +^o)5 in equation 3.17, can be expanded into a product of two 
rank-1 operators [28]. This aids the convergence of the matrix element in equa­
tion 3.17. We write the operator as
'H = HvC +  Eo, (A.l)
where Hvc is the internal Hamiltonian of the two-body projectile with the core­
valence separation vector r. The ground state wavefunction of the projectile is ÿo, 
with a binding energy of £q and reduced mass fivc. We wish to prove that
n vr + (V r ÿ 0) (V^o) (A.2)
2^uC V /  V fio J
To do this, we will start with equation A.2 and work backwards. Operating both 
sides of equation A.2 on a arbitrary wavefunction, and performing the dot product 
gives
=
ZflvC
v / v  +  . v r^
<?o 00
(V r0 o )
00
0 (A.3)
Expanding the third term in equation A.3 gives
(V r0o)
00
0 = (Vr24 )  Z (V r 0o)
00 00
0  + (V r0o)
00
Vr0 . (A.4)
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Inserting this back into equation A.3, we have
- n 2
Hip =
ZfJ'vC 00 00 \  00 /
< v .«  Tr!l
00 00
«’ rv ,= * -e ^ #
2/^ yC 00
Examining the Schrôdinger equation for the projectile,
h2
Vr20o +  K c0 O  =  —&O0O
2/^uc
2/^uc
V.=0o
Vr20o — ( K c  +  6o)0O
— (K c+^o);2/iuc 0o
and substituting equation A.8 into equation A.5, yields
' H ' i p  =  — — V-2 +  K c  +  ^o^ 0
=  (#%C + 6o)0-
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
(A.9)
(A.10)
For this expansion to be valid for the matrix element of equation 3.17, the projectile 
ground state has to have total angular momentum zero. This is required so that the 
operator, 'H, in its expanded form, has the same result when the operators in the 
brackets either operate in the same direction or in opposite directions. For the same 
result to be obtained, the wave function must have the same spin in the ingoing and 
outgoing wavefunctions, therefore this can only be the case when the wavefunction 
is an s-wave.
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A ppendix B
A lternative derivation of
corrections in the core recoil
m odel
In chapter 3, the first order corrections to the adiabatic approximation were de-
was switched off. In this derivation the operator (HvC +  £o) was expanded using 
equation 3.13, under the assumption that the projectile was in a relative s-wave 
configuration.
In this appendix an alternative derivation of the first order corrections is presented in 
which the operator (Hvc+£o) is not expanded. It will be shown that the assumption 
of s-wave projectiles is then required to factor out the formfactor, Fqo-
The correction to the elastic T-matrix in the core recoil model, with (Hvc +  £o) 
unexpanded (eq. 3.12) so the s-wave projectile assumption has not been made, is
translating the adiabatic wavefunctions in the core recoil model, removing the r  
dependence in the two-body distorted waves, using
rived in the core recoil model of section 2.2.1, where the valence-target interaction
(B.l)
Inserting the unit operator, UrUr , either side of the operator (HvC +  £o), and
(B.2)
(B.3)
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the correction to the T-matrix becomes,
A T ^ (K , K ' )  =  ( x ^ \ x ( K , K ' ) \ x ^ ) ,  (B .4)
where X  contains the r  integral,
X ( K , K ' )  = (^o | eiar<K» -K' \ H vC + £0)e-iar<K* -Kï \ <t>0). (B.5)
Operating Hvc to the right, in X,  using equation 2.9 to eliminate Vvc, which cancels 
one of the terms in the expansion of Vr2 in the first term in equation B.6,
( r  | {Hvc + so)e~ittT K^R~K  ^ | 0o)
h2  e
ZflvC
Vr2 (e-iar'(KR- KVo(»-)) +  e-iar<K« -K\ V vC +  eo)M r)  (B.6) 
[(Vr2e-iQ’-(Kk- K)) M r )  + 2 (Vre-iQr <KR- jr)) • Vr<60(r)] (B.7)
i a r - (K i i - K) -  K)^o(T') +  2 ia (%  -  i f ) . V -W r)! , (B.8)
then substituting equation B.8 back into equation B.5 cancels the K r  operators in 
the exponentials to leave a factor of ei a r where Q =  K  — K '  is the momentum 
transfer. This simplifies X  to 
h2
X ( K , K ' )  =
2/a,c
h2
iar-Q a \ K r  -  K f  -  2a(KR -  K )  ■ K r] | 0O), (B.9)
o?{Kr  -  K f F m(aQ) (B.10)
M K r  -  K )  ■ (ÿ0 1 è aT QK T I ÿ0),
where the first term is now written in terms of the formfactor introduced in the core 
recoil model (eq. 2.34), and \ K r =
If the projectile ground state is assumed to be a relative s-wave configuration, then 
we have (appendix C)
(ÿc ë xrK r (B .ll)
and the second term in equation B.10 can also be written in terms of the formfactor, 
Fm{oiQ), simplifying X  to
h2
X  =
2/i^c
fi2
2/i„c
-o?F,00 ( K r  - K Y  + Q-  ( K r  -  K )
a2Fm(KR -  K ’) ■ (Kr  -  K) .
(B.12)
(B.13)
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Therefore the first order correction to the adiabatic T -matrix in the core recoil model 
is
A T °° =  I ( %  -  # ' )  ' ( %  -  # )  I x ^ y o o ( « Q ) .  (B .14)
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A ppendix C 
Formfactor identity
We wish to prove the formfactor identity,
(*) ë r x Kr 4>o) — —ÿ x Foo{x )i ( C . l )
which is true when ÿ has total angular momentum zero. The quantity F0o is the 
formfactor defined in section 2.2.1.
To do this we shall use the antilinear time reversal operator, JC. Defining a wave­
function, ÿ, under operation of the time reversal operator, /C, such that
</>) =  /C 
we have the following properties [27] :
u A KAK)v j =  \u  
KdO = c*
K K rK) = - K r 
(u A v \ = (v A* u) 
K rt =  K r
(C.2)
(C.3)
(C.4)
(C.5)
(C.6)
(C.7)
Here u and v are vectors, c is a constant and A is a linear operator.
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The matrix element is thus,
é T*K , 4>) =  | K (eir xK r) K) | ÿ)*
= (ÿ j  (eir'æ)*K:j<rr /C t|0) ' 
= (ÿ|e-1-*(-.Kr) |ÿ)‘
=  - ( ÿ  | (e -h -X -,)1 | $)
=  - ( 0  j K re'r x | ÿ)
= — (J> xe'rx  — (<j> e'r x K ,
using C.3, 
using C.4, 
using C.5, 
using C.6, 
using C.7,
Therefore we have
eirxK r eir-xK r (C.8)
If ÿ has total angular momentum zero so that it is invariant under time reversal, i.e.
4>) = | ÿ), (C.9)
then we have
é r x K r 0o ) —
=  —-jxFaa{x).
(C.10)
(C .ll)
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A ppendix D
A lternative form for m atrix
elem ent X(K, K f
In this appendix an alternative form of the matrix element, derived in section 3.2, 
is found in which the e -> 0 limit can be taken in a simple manner. The matrix 
element X(iT, K ')  is
X { K ,K ')  =  ( x £  | {Kr -  K ')  ■ {Kr -  K )
From the definition of the distorted waves (eq. 2.30), we have for e ^  0, 
{Eq — Tr  — Vct +  le) Xjÿ) =  ■K’)>
(D.l)
(D.2)
where Xtc 18 its e =  0 value. Using the fact that (KR — K )  commutes with T r, we 
have
( K r  — K )(E 0 — T r  — Vct +  ie) =  (Eq — T r  — Vct +  V ) ( K r  — K )  — [ K r ,  Vct] , 
so by operating on the left of both sides of equation D.2 with ( K r  — K )  we obtain 
{ E 0 - T r -  V c t  + ie)(XH -  K )  \ x % )  -  [KR, V c t]  | X k )  =  H K r  -  K )  | K ) .  
Since ( K r  — K ) K.\ =  0, the RHS of this equation is zero, thus we can write
<*■ -  K > I x “ ) -  (â r - T . l yCT + i.) 1 % ' 'W  I x 8 ’>- M
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Similarly from the definition of the ingoing distorted wave,
(x k ' I (-^ o — Tr  — Vct +  ie) — ie(^K (D.4)
we have
1
Taking the dot product of equations D.5 and D.3, we get the e ^  0 value for the 
matrix element as
X '(K , K ')  =  - < * $  | [% , ycr] L  _ ^  J 2 [%, vcr] | xS>).(D.6)Eq — Tr  — Vct +  V
1
The form of the matrix now is such that the distorted waves already have their
Alternative form for matrix element in Glauber model
In section 3.2, the convergence of the matrix element, X (K , K f), depended on the 
direction and the order in which the operators act and the e —> 0 limits of the dis­
torted waves were taken. A convergent result was found with eikonal approximation, 
only after careful treatment of the operators. To confirm the calculation of the first 
order correction to the T-matrix (eq. 3.41), the alternative form of the matrix ele­
ment derived above, in which the e —> 0 limit was taken in a simple manner, is used 
to calculate the matrix element using the Glauber approximation to the Green’s 
function and eikonal distorted waves.
Starting with the Glauber approximation to the adiabatic Green’s function [40],
6 =  0 values and so the e —> 0 limit in the integral operator can be taken straight 
forwardly,
(D.7)
We have now an alternative form for the matrix element in which the e —>• 0 limit
has been taken
X ( K ,K ')  =  - ( x$ \ I K r ,Vct] G £ 2(E0){Kr ,Vct} \ x $ ) -  (D.8)
the square of the Green’s function is
=  jdR ' (R  j G$(E0) j R')(R'  I (?£>(£„) | R"), (D.10)
/ • X 2 00
=  ( J t^ )  Jd z ' @ {z- z')Q{z' -  z")eiK<-z- 2')eiKiz' - z"'> (D .ll)
 OO
x Jdb> S \b  -  b')S2(b' -  b " ) e " * h  V M e- ^ J ' Z2 V°T(i' Z2).
Using the fact that
fdb' s2(b -  b')â2(b' -  b")Mb)Mb')  =  <52( b - b " ) M b ) M b ) ,  (D.12)
the db' integral can be performed in equation D .ll, thus allowing the integral in the 
exponents to join forming a continuous integral from z" to z,
f i b '  S2(b -  b')S2(b’ -  b " ) e ~ N dZ1
= ô2(b — b")e 
=  ô2(b — b")e
V c T i b ^ 1) f d Z 2 VcT(b,Z2 )
z' e z// .
f d Z l  V C T ( b , Z i )
Recognising that
(D.13)
(D.14)
(D.15)
simplifies the square of the Green’s function so that the only dependence on z1 is in 
the step functions,
Ggi)2(£?o) =  ( ^ )  52( b - b " ) e ^ z- z' \
//x “ fife f dzi VCT(à,Zi)
J dzz 0(z  — z,)Q(z' -  z").
The dz' integral has the simple solution (see appendix E),
J d z '  0(z — z')Q(z' — z") =  (z — z")Q(z — z"), (D.16)
so that the square of the Green’s function is
/ i// \   ^ ~ f . fdzi VcT(b,zi)
G&>2(£o) =  S2(b -  b")eiK^ - z \  ■" (z -  z")Q(z -  z").(D.17)
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The commutators acting on the distorted waves, in equation D.8 are,
[K r , Vct] | x i ? )  =  K r VCt \ X $ )  -  VCt K r  \ x ^ >  
=  {K r Vc t ) j Æ )  +  VCt (K r  I xg»)) -  Vc t K r  j x ^ )
=  {Kr Vct) \ x i ï )
=  (-iV flVcT) | xif’), (D.18)
so using eikonal distorted waves, where we have made the small angle assumption 
K  K '  =  I,
z"
/ \ / \ II ~K$K f  ^Zl Vcrib" , Z i )
( R " \ [ K r„,VCt] \ x k ) = ( -  iVR..V cT (R " )y KR  e (D.19)
( x y  | [Kr ,Vc t ] | i î )  =
The matrix element, X ( K ,K ')  (eq. D.8), is
X ( K ,K ')  =  - ( Xÿ  | [K rV ct] Ggi,2(So)[Kfl,VCT]
= -  / d f i  /d K "  (X$  | [K r , VCt] | R ) ( R  | Ggi,2(S0) | K " ) ( K "  | [K r , VCr]
(D.21)
Inserting equations D.19, D.17 and D.20 for the three terms in the above equation, 
performing the db" integral with the delta function ô2(b — 6"), allows the gap 
between z and z" in the integrals over the potentials in the eikonal modulating 
functions to be bridged by the Glauber Green’s function, forming a continuous 
integral over z of the potential from — oo —>• oo:
~ ^ K  f d z i  VCT(b, z i )  f d z 2  Vc r( b, z 2)  f d z 3 V c t & z s )  ~ ^ k  /  d^i VCT( b, z i )
e e z" e = e (D.22)
—  glXCT(b) (D.23)
Collecting the plane wave like terms, recognising that elKz =  elK R, and making 
the eikonal assumption that the momentum transfer is perpendicular to the beam 
direction (eq. 2.50),
=  e")».
(D.24)
(D.25)
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Equations D.23, and D.25 are independent of z, z" and can be pulled out of the 
integrals, so that the matrix element is simplified to
X(K, K ')  = (jjr jç) Jàb eiQ beixcT(b) (D.26)
j d z  j d z "  6 (z -  z")(z -  z")Vr VCt {R) ■ Vr»VCt {R")-
Using the multiple integral identity from Appendix F, the double z integral can be 
transformed to,
j d z  J  dz" 6 (z -  z")(z -  Z")VrVct{R) ■ Vr»Vct{R") (D.27)
=  j d z  Jdzi VRVCT(b + ZiK) ■ j dz2 VrVct(& +  %K).
The integrals of the derivatives of the potentials are
/d z i ^ jV cr(b  +  ZiK) = /d z i +  7^z )VcT{b +  Z\K)
z  z
=  — KVcxib  +  z K )+ /d z i VbVcT(b +  ziJÎT)(D.28)
z
z  z
f d z 2 VRVcT(b + Z2K )  — KVcxib  +  zK’)+  J dz2 ^bVcTip +  Z2^),(D.29)
so taking the dot product of these two equations, noting that the two terms in each 
result are perpendicular to each other, simplifies the matrix element to
. 2 00
X ( K ,K ')  = - ( ^ )  Jdb é(K-K,>ReixW / d z  Û, (D.30)
where
V  =  VgrfH) -  /dzi W c r f b  +  ziK ) • J d z 2 VbVcT{b + z2k ) .  (D.31)
Z  —00
Writing equation D.30 in Dirac notation,
where x ^k' and X^k  are eikonal distorted waves. So the first order correction to 
the elastic T-matrix calculated using the alternative form of the matrix element, 
X(üC,jK'/), and using Glauber Green’s functions and distorted waves is,
( w k )  I Ÿ  I Xk )Foo(<*Q). (D.33)
The constant before the matrix element can be rewritten as
■a 1/2 m, mT
2 / j l v C  \ h 2K j  me m P +  mT 4T0 ’ 
which gives the correction to the elastic T-matrix as
AToo =  ( x £  | A V e r  \ x ÿ ) F o o ( a Q ) ,
(D.34)
(D.35)
where AVct is the same as in equation 3.41 and is related to V  by the equation
AVer —
m, ttit 1
me mP +  mT 4T0 V. (D.36)
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A ppendix E
Integral of two step functions
We prove here the integral indentity,
J  dz'Q(z — z') Q(z'— z") = Q(z — z") (z — z").
Using the following property of step functions,
^ - 0 (^i — Z2) ( z i  — Z2) =  ©(^1 — Z2) +  8 (z i  — Z2) (zi  — Z2)
= 0 (zi -  Z2) v n 5(n) =  0
we can integrate by parts the integral of two step functions (eq. E.l),
J d z '  0 (z — z') 0 (z' — z " )
0(z' - z") (/ - z") 0(z - z')l" - /dz' 0(z' - z") (z' - z") (-J(
. Z 1 = z — nn J—   00
= 0 (z — z") (z — z")
The first part is equal to zero for all z' as the first step function is zero for z' 
and the second step function is zero for zz =  00.
(E.l)
(E.2)
(E.3)
-  z)) 
(E.4)
—OO
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A ppendix F
Proof of m ultiple integral identity
We prove here the multiple integral identity,
Jdz jdz" Q(z -  z"){z -  z") f(z) • g(z") = J  àz Jdzi /(zi) •J  dz2 g(z2). (F.l)
— OO —oo —OO Z —oo
Re-arranging the L.H.S. of equation F.l,
j d z  f  (z) • jdz" g(z") 0(z  - z")(z -  z"). (F.2)
Recognising that,
d>
—  J dz2 g(z2) — g{z ), (F.3)
if the function, g(z"), is zero at z" = ± 00, and using the following properties of step 
functions:
d Q(z -  z")(z -  z") =  -5{z  -  z")(z - z " )  +  6 (z -  z" ) ( - l )  (F.4)
dz"
= —0(z — z " )  n  0 ( n )  = 0 (F.5)
the z" integral can be integrated by parts to give,
00
J  d z "  g ( z " )  Q ( z  -  z " ) ( z  -  z") (F.6)
Z  OO z
0 (z — z//)(z — z " )  J  d z 2 g ( z 2 ) +  J  d z "  0 (z — z " )  J d z 2 g ( z 2 ) .
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The first part is equal to zero because at the limits:
z — oo =>
z — —oo
Q(z — z") = 0
z"
/d z 2 g{z2) =  0
so putting the second part back into equation F.2 and rearranging so that the z" 
integral is on the left, gives,
oo Z 11 oo
Jdz" J  dz2 g(z2) • J  dz f(z) Q(z -  z"). (F.7)
Noting that, with the same constraints for the function at z =  ±oo,
T z J d Z l f { ^  =
z
and the derivative of the step function is,
^0(z-z") = 5(z-z"),  
the z integral can be integrated by parts to give,
J  dz f(z) @(z -  z/z)
oo 1  Z = o o
—0 (z — z") Jdzi f(zi) +
2 J z =  — oo — oo
The first part is equal to zero because at the limits:
(F.8)
(F.9)
(F.10)
Jdz 5(z -  z") jdz\  f(zi).
z — oo —y' fdzi f  (zi ) — 0
z
z = —oo => 0 (z — z") =  0
so putting the second part back into equation F.7 leaves,
OO z"  oo oo
J  dz" J  dz2 g(z2) • Jdz ô(z-  z") Jdzi f(zi)
— oo —oo —oo Z
oo oo Z/Z
= J  dz Jdz, f(zi) • J  dz2 g(z2),
which is the R.H.S of equation F.l.
(F .ll)
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A ppendix G
Proof of special integral identity
For a central potential, ■V, where the correction term is,
OO A  Zr A
AV(b,z) =  V 2( V W T ^ )  -  Jdz1 — V ( V ^ T ^ )  J d z 2 — V (V ^ T ^ ) ( ^ G .l )  
then the following integral identity can be used
J d z  AV(b, z) =  +  b^Jj j d z  V 2(V!? +  z2). (G.2)
For an even function of z, we have,
j d z i f ( z i )  j dz2 /(z 2) =  ^ J d z i / ( z i ) j  -  ^ d z 2 / (z 2) j  . (G.3)
So integrating by parts over all z:
Using the fact that
limZ—^oo = 0 (G.7)
even if j [ z )  goes like 1/r out to infinity, the RHS of equation G.4 is equal to,
{
00 /  Z  \  \  00 z
0 -  Jdz z • 2 y d z !  f(zi)J f(z)  j  = - 4  Jdz zf(z) Jdz1 f(zi).  (G.8)
The potential is central, so is an even function of z, thus we can write, 
zf(z) =  z ^ U ( \ / 6 2 +  z2) =  bJjV 1
and thus,
-  J d z  Jdzi  ^ U ( \ / 6 2 +  z2) J d z2 (Vb2 +  z2)
00  J  z
=  - 4  Jdz b— V ( V ^ T ^ )  Jdzx —V is jv  +  z?).
— 00 z
Integrating by parts,
G.10 =  -46
z =0
00 A A
Jdz V(Vb2 +  z2)— Jdzi  - U ( V ^ T ^ )
=  —46
H 7 ._____
=  6— 2 Jdz  V2( \/62 +  z2).
So we have
(G.9)
(G.10)
(G .ll)
(G.12)
(G.13)
(G.14)
(G.15)
00 /  _, \ o°
J  dz A y(V 62 +  z2) =  (1 +  6— J 2 Jdz V 2(Vb2 + z2), (G.16)
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A ppendix H
Special case solutions of %
The first order correction term to the adiabatic approximation in the core recoil 
model is (eq. 3.49)
m  = ~ m c  (rnp + mr) A
This can be solved analytically for some special cases:
(i) point Coulomb: V — c/R
=» X =  0.
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(ii) Gaussian: V = —V ^ RlRo^
J d z V 2 = 26" 7 */'2Vr02e jdz e
26
1 +  6 ^ 1  /d z  y 2
26
VqR o\ I— I e fio — ^
X =
mv mT
46^  ^e o
o'
K  Fk
Rc2
me mP +  mT SEq
y |iîoT /02e -262/flo2 462W
(iii) square well: V =  -Vo&(Ro -  /?.)
J d z  y 2 =  2y02 Jdz  Q{R0 -  V62 +  z2)
V ^ - t 2
=  2y02e (f i0 -  6) J  dz
=  2yo20 (i?o -  V)\JRq -  b2
^d6 J Z ^  = — \ / ~  b2
2V2b e(Eo -  6) /  6) -  5(fio -  6 )7 iî02 -  62
V-Ro -  62
= 2y026(Eo - b^ Ro - b2^ r r p  
1 +  6^ - )  J d z V 2 =  2 ^ - 6 ) ^ 3 7  f l -
-  2^ - » > ( S 5 .
62
f ln 2 -  62
\/Ro2 -  &2
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A ppendix I
Valence-target interaction to first 
order in the core recoil m odel
In chapters 3-4, the corrections to the adiabatic approximation were calculated in 
the core recoil model, in which the valence-target interaction was switched off. In 
this appendix we will include the valence-target interaction to first order in the core 
recoil model. To include this interaction to first order we can expand the adiabatic 
wavefunction as a perturbation series in powers of Vvt - Using the operator identity 
of equation 3.1,
^ K +)) =  | ’Î'K™) +  G^VvT  J ^ K W ) +
where is the adiabatic Green’s function in the Vvt  = 0 limit,
Q(+) —  -______
cr Eq — Tji — Vct
The adiabatic T-matrix is
(1.1)
(1.2)
TSo =  (K ',<I> o \ ( V c t  +  VvT ) » a d ( + ) \  K  ) • (1.3)
Substituting the expansion of adiabatic wavefunction into the T-matrix,
loo =  ( K ' ,  00 I Vct \ * k W )
+(K',<t>0 | VvT | 4>^+)) +  ( K ',  4>0 1 VcTG ^ V vT I * £ (+>) 
+ (K ',  <t>o | VvTG ^ V vT I » ^ <+>) +  ••• .
(1.4)
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The first term is just the adiabatic T-matrix in the core recoil model, Tqq, and to 
first order in Vvt the adiabatic T-matrix is Tqq — Tqq +  ATvt - Since
(K ',  0 0 1 (1 +  VctG ^ )  =  (1.5)
the second and third terms in equation 1.4 give the first order correction as
A TvT =  (*$->  I K r  I * £ <+))- (1.6)
The fourth term in equation 1.4 is second order in Vvt -
Translating the adiabatic wavefunction in the core recoil model (eq. 2.29) using the 
translation operator of equation 2.25,
( r ,  H  | * £ (+’)  =  M r W ^ i R  | UR(a r)  | x ^ ) ,  (1.7)
and using the analogous equation for (\Er^ (,”)|, the correction to the T-matrix may 
be written,
ATvT = J d R j d r \ M r ) \ 2eiaQrX$*(R)VMR + r)xK(R),  (1-8)
where the effect of the translation operators on the valence-target potential is
K r ( f l  +  r )  =  U l( a r ) V * r { R - P r ) U R(ar).  (1.9)
E valuation  o f ÙTTvt in th e  eikonal approxim ation
Using eikonal distorted waves, including the Coulomb interaction, and making a 
change of variable for R  back to the centre of mass of the projectile, simplifies AT^t 
to
A TvT =  J d r \ M r ) \ 2 J d R e ^  K e ^ M + X i ’M + ^ V v T i R - P r ) .  (1.10)
This may be converted to a scattering amplitude using the eikonal assumptions in­
troduced in section 2.3, so that the first order correction to the scattering amplitude
in the core recoil model, for the inclusion of the valence potential to first order is,
AfvT =  - i K j b  db MQb) e ^ ( 0 o | ei^ ( M +x,(M+x.)(ix„T(6„)) | fc). (1.11)
0
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Adding the correction to the scattering amplitude in the core recoil model and 
adding and subtracting the point Coulomb amplitude as in section 2.3.1,
f m W  =  fpt + iK  jb  d6 J0(Qb) e ^ '^ o  11 -  S c t (1 + ix M h ))  | <ÿo), (I-12)
0
where Scr is the two-body 5-matrix for the core-target interaction in the presence 
of the Coulomb field, including Coulomb breakup,
S C T  =  e i ^ O T (b c)+ X p (b c)-X p t(à )] ' ( 1. 1 3 )
The inclusion of the valence-target interaction to first order gives a formula for 
the scattering amplitude similar to the full three-body Glauber equation, but with 
exponential containing the valence-tar get interaction expanded to first order, so that
eix„HM x +  ix„T(6„). (1.14)
Quantitative evaluation of the valence-target interaction to first order
The core recoil model was used to evaluate the elastic scattering of n Be+12C at 
49.3 MeV/A in [8] as there is experimental data at this energy. The full three-body 
Glauber cross section was calculated using equation 2.82, which includes both the 
core-target and valence-target potentials to all orders. This was calculated using 
[41]. The cross section for the inclusion of the valence-target interaction to first 
order, is calculated using equation 1.12.
Figure LI (left) shows that the inclusion of the valence-tar get interaction to first 
order (dashed line) in the core recoil model is insufficient to reproduce the full 
three-body cross section where the valence-target interaction has been included to 
all orders (solid line). Even though the effect of switching off the valence potential 
(dot-dashed line) is relatively small compared to the full three-body cross section, 
it is not small enough to be only included to first order. This can be seen when 
examining the eikonal phase shift (fig. 1.1, right). Using the first order expansion 
of e1XvT would be a good approximation if XvT 4 C 1 but this is not the case. The 
maximum value of XvT is greater than 1, so 1+iXvT is very different from e1XuT. The 
maximum value of XvT increases as the energy decreases, so this approximation gets 
worse for lower energies.
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Figure LI: The left figure is the ratio to Rutherford cross section calculated using the eikonal 
approximation, showing the effects of including the valence-target interaction in the core recoil 
model. The short dashed line represents the cross section in the core recoil model where the 
valence-target interaction is switched off. The solid line represents the valence-target interaction 
included to all orders, while the long dashed-line is to first order only. The right figure is the two- 
body eikonal phase shift for the valence neutron elastically scattering from the target at 49.3 MeV, 
the real and imaginary parts are represented by the solid and dashed lines respectively. See table 4.1 
for legend abbreviations.
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A ppendix J
Non-adiabatic corrections due to  
Coulomb breakup
In section 5.1, the non-adiabatic corrections were calculated within the Glauber 
model where both core and valence nuclear interaction were included, but the 
Coulomb potential was assumed to be a monopole interaction. In this appendix 
we shall include Coulomb breakup in the calculation of the non-adiabatic correc­
tions, for a charged core only. To include Coulomb breakup, the eikonal distorted 
waves have the same form as equations 5.1 & 5.5, but with Coulomb modulating 
functions,
K  }
Xcoui =  ~ 2j f  J dzi Vcoui{b + z i K  — ar), (J.l)
Xcoui — ~ 2 j ^  f a z '2 ^ Coul^ '  +  4 - ^ '  -  a r )i (J-2)
z '
where
Xcoui +  Xcoui = XCoul — Xp{bc) +  Xo- (J-3)
The derivative with respect to r  now also acts on the Coulomb field,
Vri>$(R ,r)  =  ii’i ï i R ^ W x è r  + xtT +  XÏoud (J-4)
V r (V > y (H , r ) ) ‘ =  i(v > y  (H , r ) )* V r ( x 3 r  +  XvT +  Xcoui)- (J -5)
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Applying the same method as section 5.1 the correction term A contains the dot 
product,
A =  (oVrXct +  PVrXvT +  « V rX c o J  • (“ V rX c t +  P^Rxtr +  «V aX cw )- (J -6)
The final correction term, A', contains non-adiabatic corrections due to nuclear and 
Coulomb breakup of the projectile,
A' =  A +  7 j d z  [a2AVCoul + c?AVgxa +  a/3AVc”ou(] , (J.7)
where A is the correction term of equation 5.28 which contains only non-adiabatic 
corrections due to nuclear breakup. The correction terms for the Coulomb breakup 
contain a purely Coulomb term, AVc0uh and overlaps with the core and valence 
interactions,
oo Z
AVcoui =  Vcoui2 — f a  ^bVcoui{b — z \K  — ar) • J &z 2 VbVc0ui{b — Z2K  — oir),
Z  —00
00 Z  00 z
^VSoul — ‘ZVcoulVcT ~  f a  VbVcoul ’ J d%2 ^bVCT ~  JdZ \ 'VbVcT ' J d^2 VbVcouh
Z  —00 Z  —00
00 Z  0 0  Z
AVqouI =  ‘ZVcoulVvT — f a  VbVcoul • J d%2 ^bV vT ~  J ^ z l ^bV vT  ' J ^ z 2 VftVcoui-
Z  —00 Z  —00
The first two terms [AVcouh ^ C o u i)  are equivalent to the correction terms obtained 
in the inclusion of Coulomb breakup in the core recoil model and the third term 
is an overlap between the Coulomb and valence potentials. The constant, 7 , is the 
same as the constant in equation 5.28,
rap mT K  .
mvm c (mP +  mT) 8E$ '
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A ppendix K
A nalytical evaluation of A using 
Gaussian potentials
Using central Gaussian potentials of the form,
w # )  =  (K.i)
W # )  =  (K.2)
the four correction terms in A (eq.5.28), may be evaluated analytically.
Calculation of f  dz AVer
J  dz AVer = J d z  (Vcrib +  z K  — ar)') (K.3)
-  J d z  Jdzi VbVcT{b +  z i K  -  ar) • J d z 2 VbVcT(b +  z2K  — ar),
To solve the first part of equation K.3, a change of variable to the core-target position 
vector ( R c t ) is required,
R ct = R  — ar. (K.4)
Making the change of variable for the components of R  gives,
bc = b -  a rb (K.5)
zc = z — ÛT3. (K.6)
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The first part of equation K.3 can now be written,
I dz (VcT(b + z K  — ar)) = (% ,)  /  e V
-26: "/ \ 2 ~ s  r
=  e ^ r  /dzce
• 2 6 , "
= {vZt) 2^ R c^ \ -  (K.7)
Making the change of variable to the second part of equation K.3 and pulling the b
dependence out of the z integral gives,
/  \  2 /  ~ fcç2 \  Z  ~ bc  \  7  r ( ^ i - a r s ) 2 Z c + & r z  ( z 1 - Q r 3 )2
-  (Vcr) j • IV6ce V  j  j  dzc j  dZl e j  dz2 e ^ T ^ ( K . 8 )
' ' ' ' —oo Zc+Ctrs —oo
The dot product at the front can be performed,
-  ( ^ t ) 2 ( v 6ce ^ )  . ( v toe ^ )  =  - ( ^ r ) 2 ( § e - S y .  (K.9)
Making the substitution,
zj =  zi — q t 3 , z '2 =  z 2 — ars, z = zc, (K.10)
the ars factors in the limits and exponentials of the z integral cancel, so using the
integral identity in appendix F, three integrals can be reduced to two,
oo oo _/ 2 Z  J  2 oo oo
J d z  Jdz[ e j d z ' e  *c = J d z  J  dz1 e e 0 (z — z')(z — z'). (K .ll)
— oo Z  —oo —oo —oo
Expanding (z — zz) to form two double integrals,
oo oo 2 /2 oo oo 2 /2
J d z  Jdz'  e. e 0 (z — z')z — J d z  Jdz'  e ^7 e flc2 0 (z  — z')z'.(K.12)
—oo —oo —oo —oo
Pulling the zz dependence out of the z integral in the first part of this equation, 
leaves,
oo /2 00 2
J d z ' ,  *c J  dz Q(z — z') z e *?. (K.13)
Integrating the z integral by parts, noting that,
r _ z2 7?2 _ z2
jd z z e  ^7 =  - ^ e  ^7 (K.14)
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and that the exponential evaluated at z =  oo is zero and the step function is zero 
at z =  — oo, the dz integral in equation K.13 is,
j  dz Q(z — z') z e *7 =  j  dz ô(z — z')e (K.15)
R 2
— -^-e Rc . (K.16)
Substituting back into equation K.13, gives the first part of equation K.12 as,
7 -a" 7 _2,'2
j d z ' e  ^  j  dz 0 (z  — z') z e Rc = J  dz' e ^7  (K.17)
-  (K-18)
Evaluating the second part of equation K.12, as above but evaluating the dz' integral 
first, where the minus sign is cancelled by the minus sign from ^ 0 (z — z') =
—8(z — z'), when evaluating the integral by parts, then equation K.12, is just twice
equation K.18. So multiplying twice equation K.18, by the b part calculated earlier 
(eq. K.9), gives the second part of equation K.3 as,
-  (vSt ) 2 Rc^ .  (K.19)
Adding together the first (eq. K.7) and second (eq. K.19) parts of equation K.3
gives,
j d z  AVer = (vêr)2 R c j ï  ( l  -  ■ (K.20)
C alculation of /  dz A V vt
The method used in the previous section can be used again but this time making 
the substitution to the valence-target position vector (#%?),
R VT = R  — /3r, (K.21)
bv — b -  Prb, (K.22)
zv = z -  j3rs. (K.23)
So,
j d z  AVvT = (K0r ) 2e ^ ^ v f  (K.24)
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Calculation of j  dz AVrvCT
J d z  A V vc t  =  J  dz V c r i b  +  z K  -  ar) VVT {b  +  z K  -  j3r) (K.25)
-  J d z  Jdzi VbVCT(b +  ZiK  — ar) • J d z 2 VbVVT{b + z2K  -  j3r)
—oo Z —oo
The potentials are defined as,
VcT(b + z K -  ar) = e- ^ 2- 2a™ \  (K.26)
V«r{b + z k - P r )  = VSt ^ {b2+PV~2Pb'rb\ ~ ^ z2~2Pr2Z\  (K.27)
so splitting the integral into the sum of two parts,
J  dz AVvCT =  VgTVST (I0 - I c v ) -  (K.28)
Evaluating the first part of the integral (Jo),
and completing the square for the z brackets in the integral, so that
z2 — 2ar3z = (z — a r3)2 — a 2r 2, (K.30)
z2 -  2^3Z =  (z -  ^ rs)2 -  /)2r32, (K.31)
and pulling the factors, that are outside the square, in front of the integral, gives Jq
as,
--&V 7i -ih(z-<*ra)2 --h(z-Pr3)I0 =  e ~ ^ e ~ #  J d z  e"5?(z" “r3) , (K.32)
where
b2 =  b2 +  a2r 2 -  2ab • (K.33)
b2 = b2 + (32r 2 -  2j3b • r b, (K.34)
r 2 = r2 — r 2. (K.35)
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Making a change of variable to the z for the core, zc =  z — a r 3
h  = e " * e ' *  | d Zce " ^ e ' ^ (Zc+r3) , (K.36)
_ V _ h t - l £  7 _ i2  .Hiaiç
=  e V e ^ e  V  dzc e ^?e ^ e  V", (K.37)
= e " S e " S e" ^  J d z , (K.38)
Completing the square for zc in the square brackets,
+  ^ T r ! Zc ~  ( 2c +  ^ ? 5 r j )  ' { w T r 2)  ’ (K '39)
and making the change of variable,
•• -
simplifies the integral to
_bj? _b* _r*  r^Rc2 °? Hr2+fl„2 2
/ 0 =  e ^?e v e V e ^ 2À 2+^2) dz3 e 4 2^ 2 3 . (K.41)
The z3 integral is a standard integral,
7 d » , , - W ' . '  ,  (K .42)
y .  i / ï ÿ + ÿ
so the first part of the integral (Iq) using Gaussian potentials is
/„ =  , (K.43)
\ [ R [ + R 2
Using the integral identity derived in appendix F, the second part of equation K.25, 
lev, can be reduced to a double integral,
J  dz Jdz' Q(z -  z')(z -  z') VbVcT(b + z K  -  ar) ■ VbK r (b  + z’K  -  /?r).(K.44)
Taking the derivatives of the potentials and pulling the b dependence out of the z 
integrals leaves,
T 4  - ^ z {b2+ a 2r 2 - 2 (xb-rb) - A 2-(62+ /?2r 2- 2/?6-r6) fTS a z \
=: 0  2^ 2 '  ^ 6 " (K.45)c y
x J d z  Jdz1 @(z — z') (z — z') e T(22- 2ar3z) 2-(z/2-2/3r3z/)
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where
bc • bv =  (b -  a rb) • (b -  (5rb) (K.46)
=  b2 +  a/dr* — (a + (3)b' r b. (K.47)
Completing the square and making a change of variable for both z and zr,
z2 — 2ar^z = (z — ar3)2 — a 2r 2 => Zi = z — ar^
z’2 — 2j3r3z' = (z' -  firs)2 — (32r 2 =4> z2 = z' — (3rz (K.48)
Z  —  z' =  Z \ — Z2 + T’a
simplifies the z and z' integrals in equation K.45 to,
e Rc e Rv I dzi /dz2 0(zi — z2 +  r3) (zi — z2 +  r3) e e Rv , (K.49)
so now,
oo oo  . 2 . 2
x J  dzi /d z 2 0 (zi -  z2 +  r3) (zi -  Z2 +  r3) e ^ e  ^
The z and zz integrals are now three integrals containing zi, z2 and r3,
C^u — / (&C5 &v) [A +  72 +  / 3]
4 -^4
/ ( 6C, hy) =  bc bv e Rc e ^
(K.51)
(K.52)
e Rc e Rv (K.53)
- 4e «7e «? (K.54)
-± 4  - 4e Rc e . (K.55)
Rearranging / i ,
oo z 2 oo z 2
Ii = / d z 2 e $  f dzi 0(zi — z2 +  rg) z% e (K.56)
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gives a similar form to equation K.13, but the argument of the step function has r3 
added to it, so integrating by parts using the same method as before yields,
_ Rtyé_ I4  r Rc + Rve Rc dz2 e RcRv 2Zr, ---
Completing the square and making a change of variable,
=  U- r^ 2 V rsR fR? + R,? Rc + Rv. R i  + R l
Z3 — z2 — rSRv2
Rc2 + Rc2
simplifies the integral to,
R 2 _ i i  ri Ry 7 ^2W c 2
Ix =  -y-e q{Rc2+<2)rc2 Jdz2 e RcRv 3
Similarly,
2 j R ?  + R Ï
/ 2 =  T & t z j ^ RcRv 
2 +  ^
(K.57)
(K.58)
(K.59)
(K.60)
(K.61)
(K.62)
(K.63)
Rearranging I3, using the step function to reduce the limits of the integral over z1;
(K.64)
, 2 00
/ 3 =  r3 jd z2 e ÿdzi 0 (zi -  z2 +  r3) e %
00 —00
00 z 2 00
=  r3 Jdz2 e ^  J  dzi
00 Z 2 — TZ
The zi integral can be solved using the complementary error functions,
e Rc ,
erfc (z) = 1 — erf(z) 
2
A /da; e"
so,
00 z 2 00
J  dzi e ^  = Rc J  dz4 e"
Z2~rz z 2 —r 3 iîr
2--Rc erfc Z2 -  r3 Rc
(K.65)
(K.66)
(K.67)
(K.68)
(K.69)
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Substituting back into equation K.65 yields,
y/ïvrsRc 7 _crc£+^
dz e Rv erfc (z ).
Using equations K.43, K.52, K.62, K.63 and K.71 the cross term is 
J d z  AVvCT =  VSrVb^Io ~ I  {be, bv)[Ii + I2 + / 3])
=  ^ c t K t 6 R‘ e R’ e
J W + r ?
X , - 2 6 . . 6/ '  + 8 '
V
1 +
(AcZ+rgX
(K.70)
(K.71)
(K.72)
(K.73)
—  dz e "« erfc (z)
C alculation of /  dz (A K ct +  Kci-t)
JdzAV cvr  =  J  dz Vcrib + z K  — ar) VVT(b + z K  — fir) (K.74)
-  J d z  Jdzi VbVvT(b + ZiK  -  /jr) • J d z 2 ViVcrib + z2K  -  ar)
— oo Z
The first integral is the same as for AVvct- Evaluating the second part in the same 
manner as before (eq. K.44-K.50), but this time making the substitution,
z/2 — 20:73 z' =  (zz — o t3)2 — a 2r32 => zi = z' — ar3
z2 — 2/5r3z =  (z — /?r3)2 -  /?2r32 =^> z2 =  z — /?r3 (K.75)
z — z; =  z2 — Zi — r3
gives an form similar to equation K.50,
IvC — /  (be, by) J  dzi /d z 2 0 (z2 — Zi — r3) (z2 — z% — r3) e ^ e  ^ .(K .76)
The only difference to equation K.50 is that the (z% — z2 + r3) in the argument of 
the step function and factor has changed to (z2 — zi — r3). This integral is easily
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solved using the answer for A V vc t  by recognising that,
(^ 2 — zi — rg) — —{zi — Z2 + 7*3), 
Q(—x) = 1 — ©(x).
(K.77)
(K.78)
Inserting these back into equation K.76 yields,
h e  = - f ( p Ci bv) J  dzi Jdz2 (zx -  z2 + r3) e ^ e (K.79)
+ f(bc, bv) J  dzi Jdz2 Q(zi — z2 rg) (zi — z2 rg) e ^ e  ^ .
-00 00
The second part of this equation is the same as Icv (eq. K.50). In the first part, the 
only term that contributes in the factor {z\ — z2 -\- rg) is the rg term because,
00 z 2
J  dzi Zie ^  =  0, (K.80)
2 00 z 2
so the first term is reduced to
00 * * 
- f { b c,bv)r3 J  dzi e Jdz2 e ^
=  - / ( b c, by) r3 R c y/ïr Rv y/n
(K.81)
(K.82)
(K.83)
So the sum of the cross terms is,
J d z  ( A V vc t  + Vc v t )  — 2 j d z  A V vc t  — /(h c, bv) rz Rc Rv 'K (K.84)
' / kRcR v= 2VgTV°T e ^ e  «-ze 'tf+'tf (K.85)
X 1 -  26c • bv Rc2 +  Ry2
\ R?Rv2
r 3e Rc + Rv (  R c
1 + 2 \ R.,
(Æçz+r^ )2
J W + R Ï
  Kn- -rTZ
dz e Rv erfc (z) — x/tt
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